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The Beot Phenomenon

Mosculine Poths of Moturotion

Among the thousands of books published in ry57, rwo works, Allen Gins-

berg's long poem "Howl" and Jack Kerouact novel On the Road, captured

public attention as definitive revelations of what seemed to many a ne\ /, un-

settling form of youth rebellion. Neither work is profound, but the simple,

straightforward language that Kerouac and Ginsberg used gave readers a con-

ceptual framework for discussing the social position and obligations of young
men in the r9yos. Pan of On the Road's power came from its providing a
word, beat, to label this youth revolt. It was a teffn that anyone could use

because it lacked definition. "Beat" conjured images, but particular features

and emotional connotations each person supplied according to his or her

prejudices. John Clellon Holmes, a friend of Kerouact and Ginsbergt from
their student days together at Columbia, had used the phrase "the beat gen-

eration" in his novel Go, published in 1952.Holmest meaning was simple

enough: the post-Vorld War II generation, young men and women bom in
the r9zos, had grown up listening and dancing to jazz; they had a different
sense of rhythm, movement, and language than the preceding posrwar gen-

eration, the so-called "lost generation" of the r92os, shaped in the dying days

of a classical, genteel culture. Yet both posrwar experiences were linked by
"an abiliry to believe in anything . . . and the craving for excess which it in-
spired." In an essay published for the Neu Yorh Time1 Holmes wrote that
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the word beat "implies the feeling of having been used, of being raw." It was

the attirude of a man "pushed up against the wall of [himself]." Openness ro
experience, even curiosiry distinguished the new generarion, not cynicism.l

Kerouact sense of "beat" maintained the vital connection to jazz, but he

invested the word with a diffuse web of connorarions drawn from its glyphic
extensions. It variously suggested beaten down, beatific, moving to the beat

of the universe, moving to the beat of onet hearr. One of the more sustained

of Kerouact definitions of "bear" in On the Road occurs when a group of
women confront Dean Moriarry, the main character, over the shabby way he

has treated his abandoned wife and children:

Where once Dean would have talked his way out, he now fell silent himself
but standing in front of everybody, ragged and broken and idiotic, right
under the lightbulbs, his bony mad face covered with sweat and throbbing
veins, saying, "Yes, yes, yes," as though tremendous revelations were
pouring into him all the time now, and I am convinced they were, and the
others suspected as much and were frightened. He was BEAT-the roor,
the soul of Beatific.

The women are awed and almost silenced by the spiritual power emanating
from Moriarry. His primal knowledge underlies their sexual attraction ro
him, but they cannot possess and domesticare the natural force of maleness.

The narrator intuitively understands his friend's response, but it is the physi-
cal, seemingly biological state of being young males, nor any words they
might have shared, that binds them: ".What was he knowing? He tried in all
his power to tell me what he was knowing, and they envied that about me,
my position at his side, defending him and drinking him in as they once tried
to do."2 Moriarryt pov/er, what makes him "beat," is his refusal to accept any
male role outside phallic sexualiry. He is a trickster offering ineffable pleasures

but at the price of exposing the arbitrary character of deeply social conven-
tions. His animal joy attracts women for its pou/er to propel them momen-
tarily out of daily worries into a srate in which body and spirit are reunited.,
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But he refuses all responsibiliry for the families that result, ultimately causing

only misery for women drawn to him. Moriarry loves his three wives and

four children, but he cannot provide for them without destroying his inner
diviniry.

Moriartyt charms endanger men as well. Moriarty's example seems to say

that any form of ambition or commitment blocks a full open experience of
the world. Choice is a form of self-limitation. To remain free, a man is always

"on the go," ready to accept whatever new experience may come his way. The
narrator of On the Road is a would-be novelist whose talents have been

blocked by the interionzation of his relation to the world. Moriarry shakes

the narrator out of himself by literally thrusting him into a fast-moving au-

tomobile ripping across the continent. Experience becomes a sequence of
lightning-fast encounters, each with its own poignant lesson, but nothing can

hold the attention for too long or it risks evolving into a commitment. The

centraliry of the automobile, of being "on the road," is the most direct and

effective symbol in the novel of freedom as a state of pure potentialiry.

Kerouac's use of the automobile occurred at a time when psychologists

and psychoanalysts had developed a model for the stages of personal devel-

opment that panicularly identified the motor vehicle with male adolescence.

Roben Lindner, n Rebel Witbowt a Cause (tg++), Prescription for Rebellion

095r), and Must You Conform? (t956), warned that the automobile aug-

mented the power of young men to intrude into territories historically under
the control of others. This would augment the narural rebelliousness of males

in the period of their development when they first began to define their own
powers but still remained subservient to the authoriry of the preceding gen-

eration. Lindner also wamed. however, that aggressive youth rebellion would
become a more pervasive problem in American sociery for the means that
young people had to express their disaffection had expanded to a greater ex-

tent than the abiliry of sociery to control or channel youthful passions.'

Erik Erikson also spoke of cars facilitating "intrusion into space by vigor-
ous locomotion," which became away of acting out a desire to explore the
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unknown. Fixation on the automobile was part of a partern of behavior in
which young men in preparation to become autonomous adults separated

psychologically from parental authoriry. Mobiliry, loud talking, loud music
with a driving beat, public brawling and drinking, and acring out fantasies of
unlimitable, therefore nonresponsible, sexual intrusion into female bodies
were the distinguishing characteristics of an aggressive personaliry stage,

Erikson argued. This was apreparatory stage in life in which men tested the
limits of their interests and abilities prior to focusing on rhose relationships
that gave them the most satisfaction.

Erikson's vision of psychosexual development was based on a model that
assumed that the establishment of domestic reiations was the fundamental
and necessary conclusion. Erikson enrerrained nor even the slightest doubt
that the need to become morhers and therefore the need to choose a mare
guided female intellecrual and emotional development. Male development
was likewise measured by an ideal of achieving a place in the world where a

man could provide for a family. fu a certain time in life, role experimentarion
was essential to developing a sense of self-cerrrirry and autonomy, the confi-
dence that onei path emerged from voluntary and informed decisions. To
prolong the experimental phase, as Moriartyhad, past adolescence into adult-
hood prevented the formation of a marure identiry and locked men into futile,
aggressive relations with the world in a personaliry sryle that iacked intimacy,
defined as the ability to form companionare marriages; generativiry defined
as the abiliry to reproduce sociery through work others value; and integriry,
defined as the abiliry to maintain a core set of values and goals in a fluctuating
world.t

In outlining the pathological aspecrs of a prolonged phallic relationship to
the world, Erikson specifically criticized the beat poers as a movement that
perversely refused the growth associated with career or long-term emotional
ties.5 The realiry was more complicated, as most artists and poets associated
with the beats were committed to their professions and many led relatively
normal married lives. The beats played a symbolic role in public discussions
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in the rgtos that was not entirely consonant with the actualities of their lives.

Nor was On the Road a celebration of irresponsibiliry. The novel ends with
the narrator choosing career over youthful experimentation. Moriarry acted

as guide during a stage when the narratort blocked identiry formation pre-
vented him from reahzinghis ambitions as a novelist. Intensifying every mo-
ment with alcohol, drugs, sex, and sheer physical teffor as he accompanies

Moriarry on his cross-country escapades allows the narrator to establish a

sense of presence in the world. As a novelisq his task is to fix experience, not
to live pelpetually rnaflow of immediacy. He must in the end turn away from
his unreformable friend and rerurn to the hterary world with a good yarn to
tell or fail in his own quest for personal excellence. The concluding image of
the novel is a sad vision of Moriarry isolated and freezing on a wintry New
York street as the narrator speeds away in a Cadillac limousine to attend a
concert with old friends who, like himself, have found a place for themselves

in the world.'
To the degree that On tbe Road described a general social condition that

s/ent beyond the specific situation of Kerouac and his small group of friends,

the novel addressed a crisis of maturation facing young men in post-World
War II America. The choice that many men made when entering college on
the GI Bill to give prioriry to personal enrichment rather than career devel-

opment involved a partial postponement of assuming a responsible position
within sociery. As we recounted in chapter 3, many men felt that military ser-

vice had derailed their lives. A period of experimentation made up for time
lost, while allowing men to assert an absolute right to make their own deci-

sions against a sociery that had subjected them to involuntary servitude. The
high percentage of marriages and the large number of children born while GI
Bill srudents were stiil in college suggests that they did not intend to remain

in a prolonged adolescence.8 The aftermath of military service and the general

disruption of world war upon the lives of both men and women led to a

superimposition of life stages. Men began making long-term commitments
while they were still experimenting with their life goals. The desire to catch
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up collided with the desire not to lose any more dme, with each stage in the
process of maturation being intensified and problematized simultaneously.
Anxiery stemmed from the possibiliry that pursuing personal preferences

might indeed prove foolish, and men would have to accommodate to a srnrc-
tured, hierarchical world without having achieved either adequate skills or a
sense of personal autonomy.

One of the ways in which Kerouact novel spoke to these crises of re-
integration into society was to reimagine masculiniry through an inversion
of gender role associations. In Kerouac, male physicaliry conrrasrs with a
female-defined social order. The irrational connotations of narure, normally
associated with female being, are transferred to the male side, but only to the
degree that a man has not succumbed to responsibilities. The spirirual salva-

tion of the young man lies in his abiliry to salvage as much as he dare of his

raw natural force and postpone the process of maruration until it can be

achieved on the basis of personal experience, that is, a broad if superficial
knowledge of the world.

Ginsbergt *Howl' also projected a sense of maleness as an essentially

sexualized interaction with the world. Neal Cassady, the mutual friend of
Kerouac and Ginsberg who provided the inspiration for Dean Moriar-r1,, also

appears in *Howl" as a man

who copulated ecstatic and insatiate with a botde of beer a sweethearr a

package of cigarettes a candle and fell off the bed, and continued along

the floor and down the hall and ended fainting on the wall with a vision
of ultimate cunt and come eluding the last Wzym of consciousness,

who sweetened the snatches of a million girls trembling in the sunset, and

were red eyed in the morning but prepared to sweeten rhe snatch of the

sunrise, flashing buttocks under barns and naked in the lake,

who went out whoring through Colorado in myriad stolen night-cars,

N.C., secret hero of these poems, cocksman and Adonis of Denver.
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As in On the Road, cars become vehicles for conflating phallic and spirirual
states when Ginsberg describes Cassady as one

who drove crosscountry sevenryrwo hours to find out if I had a vision or
you had a vision or he had a vision to find out Eternirye

In Ginsbergt case, the incolporarion of femininiry into male identiry was
pan of his growing self-assertion as a gay man. "Howl" was, he claimed, his
coming out of the closet. Even though his friends knew he was gay, rhe poem
was "a public statemenr of feelings and emotions and attirudes that I would
not have wanted my father or my family to see." By struggling against his
hesitation to release the poem to the public, he gained the strength to reject
normative descriptions of his sexual desires as perverse and proclaimed them
instead as a gift from heaven.ro The reason for the beat generation having
come into existence, Ginsberg wrote in ry64, was to create a "social place for
the soul to exist manifested n this world." The soul-w.as not merely ..mental

consciousness," or ideas, but "feeling bodily consciousness," emotions and
physical experiences. Art was the expression of the soul, the uniry of body
and emotions in intercourse with the world. Secretions, semen and words,
were holy because they created an orgasmic communiry linking spiritualized
bodies. The avant-garde was "rhe only social-public manifestation,, forcing
into the public "tender shoots of private sensibiliry private understandi.g,
rapport, giggles, delicacies."ll As we shall see, rhe psychological reunificadon
of body and soui into a single conscious entiry was a central theme in the
work of this generarion and became an important factor in its interaction with
the rest of sociery. The end of dualism was rhe battleground upon which
"eros" contested against "repression. "

Arrested for marijuana possession and car theft in 1948, Ginsberg es-

caped criminal proceedings by agreeing to undergo therapy at Coiumbia-
Presbyterian Psychiatric Institute in Manharran. It was a panicularly painful
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punishment because his mother had been committed to a state psychiatric
hospital ten years earlier for delusional fantasies. Only months before his ar-
rest Ginsberg had signed papers authorizing doctors to perform a lobotomy
on his mother. Ginsberg spent eight months there, biding his time until he
could retum to his studies at Columbia Universiry. During his stay, he met
and became close friends with Carl Solomon, the other hero of "Howl." Sol-
omon, like Ginsberg, came from a left-wingJewish family. Like Ginsberg, he
merged literary with political radicalism, but he had led a more active, adven-
rLrrous life and was better read in French aestheric theory. The rwo spenr their
free time together talking about literarure, the bohemian tradition, Marxism,
and the role of Jews in American culrure.,2 Unlike Ginsberg, Solomon had
entered the hospital without direct coercion and asked that doctors give him
a frontal lobotomy, which he thought would be a painiess form of suicide.
Ginsberg first met Solomon as he awoke from an insulin-induced coma. The
brutal shock therapy Solomon received as parr of his "cure" provided key im-
ages for "Howl." The poem unfolds around Ginsberg's horror that "the best
minds" of his generation were "desrroyed by madness" because their physical
and emotional natures conflicted with social demands. Through their suffer-
ing and eventual redemption by accepting the wisdom of their bodies, gay
men emerge in Ginsberg's poem as universal subjects represenring all poets-
indeed, all who sought liberation from extemally generated values. To achieve
saniry Ginsberg had to confront the social consrrucrion of sexualiry with a

self that had a biologically revealed destiny.

In the second secrion of the poem, Ginsberg associated American sociery
with Moloch, the false god whose worship required the sacrifice by fire of the
children of its believers. Social conformiry was idolatry, andadherence to in-
ner desires, however superficially anarchic, expressed a devotion to the truly
divine, which communicated most directly through its demands upon the
body. Sexual relationship was the most fundamental component of being-in-
the-world. The phallic became the truest represenration of narure, and the re-
lationship of men with each other the most perfect and beautiful manifesta-
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tion of communiry. Intrusion upon the world could also be a form of libera-
tion, not only for the intruders, but for those whose lives were disrupted.

As is well known, Kerouac and Ginsberg emerged from a small circle of
young men with literary aspirations, most of whom s/ere snldents ar Colum-
bia Universiry in the mid- to late r94os. Neal Cassady was an outsider ro the
group. Bom in Denver, Cassady had no college education, but was a veteran

of reformatories, prison, and itinerant jobs on the railroad. He fatefully
appeared in New York in ry46 with his seventeen-year-old wife and asked

Kerouac to teach him how to be a novelist. He came easr to leam writing, but
he lacked discipline to accomplish this goal. Instead he carried Kerouac and

Ginsberg west to Colorado and then to California, in journeys that helped
them define their poetic voices.

In a story that both Kerouac and Ginsberg told about him, the rwo New
Yorkers paid a visit to Cassadyt room shonly after first meeting him. Cas-

sady answered the door completely naked, having been in bed making love to
his wife. The image overwhelmed them. Kerouac told his other friends that
he had found for the first time in his life a true "Nietzschean hero." Cassady

was absolutely comfonable with his body; he seemed unaware of the dualiry
berween spirit and flesh that plagued Vestern civilization. Yet his craving for
friendship and the chance to talk was more important than satisfying his

sexual needs. At this moment both Kerouac and Ginsberg believed that Cas-

sady existed on a plane of enlightenment denied most men.r3

While Cassady could not derive meaning from his flow of experience

without falling out of his state of narural being, the rwo writers could. Life in
immediacy could be imitated in books through a flood of images tumbling
one after another, with no space for readers to resr and reconsider. Since the
writer guided and selected this flood, the structure srill involved interpreta-
tion, but the goal was to re-create an experience of forward motion, unset-
tling in its lack of established perspectives, but liberating in its projection of a

subjectiviry that lived independently and perhaps even unaware of a priori in-
telpretative frameworks.
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Ginsberg and Kerouac failed to report how Cassadyt young wife felt
about this interruption. The misogyny evelpresent in their writings and lives

shaped discussion of the beats in the mass media.la In a parody of Freudt fa-

mous question about women, Paul O'Neil asked in a Life magazine report
on the beat poets, "What is it that beats want?" The form of the question in-
dicates how the beats, whose ethos O'Neil inaccurately presented as an ex-

clusively male phenomenon, assumed in their public face stereorypical values

associated with femininiry: the beats were irrational and emotional, they re-

fused to follow the "logic" of situations, they were concerned about their ap-

pearance, they smelled, they compensated for prolonged immaturiry by sub-

stiruting group for individual identity. Their apparent disdain for work and

lack of concern for material success appeared to be a rejection of the tradi-
tional male role of provider. O'Neilt portrait aligned the beats with the pur-
portedly seductive, dangerously libidinal pole of femininiry that challenged

the stabiliry of domestic relations.ts

The negative stereorype presented in the media reinforced norrnative mas-

culine behavior in American society by creating an Other, a feminine male

self, against which the true male could be defined by his abiliry to overcome

rebellious desires and accept the necessiry of responsibiliry. The effects of
waftime disruption on the lives of young people might have subsided and
faded as a generation of veterans settled into adult positions. The cold war
and the perperuation of alarge standing army based on the draft made mili-
tary duty a typicd, feature of young male life for over rwo decades. In ry57
the editors of Look. magazine observed that the fact that three-fourths of men

between the ages of eighteen and twenry-seven served in the military forces

might have adverse consequences for civilian life. Military dury seemed, in the

eyes of the writers, to encourage either excessive conformiry or excessive re-

belliousness. The repercussions of alrogant inflexibiliry and irresponsibiliry
boded ill for the long-term stabilicy of American instirutions. The writers
suggested that women alone had the power to counter this negative develop-

ment, for female distribution of sexual favors shaped how most men behaved.
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The magazine's solution seemed to favor men who finished their military
dury determined never again to be vulnerable to external authority. The writ-
ers urged women to give preference in selecting their mates to men that had

unconventional and daring attitudes because in the long run they would be

more exciting partners and better providers. 16

One could escape service altogether, as both Kerouac and Ginsberg did
during World'War II, by claiming psychological disabilicy. A more common
alternative to service during the cold war was to prolong education and take

a student deferment. The creation of a permanent standing arrny itself in-
creased pressure upon politicians to expand educational oppornrnities. Some

men volunteered for military service in order to qualify for GI benefits and

the possibiliry of subsidy for training, while others decided only after com-
pleting their dury that they should go to college. Veterans groups made access

to education one of their top political priorities. Between ry47 and ry52 the
percentage of the population bervreen the ages of eighteen and rqrenry-rwo

enrolled in college increased from 28.7 to 44 percent, with higher figures in
California, which had the most extensive communiry college system in the
nation. Sixry-rwo percent of graduating high school srudents entered college

rn 1962, while a public opinion poll found that 69 percent of parents in ry59
planned on their children going to college. Such expecrarions led to rapid ex-

pansion of college facilities, largely paid for by state and federal funds. Stu-
dent enrollment increased frorn 2.4 million ^ ,9+9 to 3.6 million tn 196o,

and then nearly doubled in the next decade as enrollment rose to 7.r million
rn t969J7

The extension and spread of college life was anorher factor leading young
men and women to defer full independence to a later stage in life. By simul-
taneously expanding college education and military service, American so-

ciery made subjection to external discipline and deferral of autonomy the
most commonly experienced preconditions for evenrual participation in
the benefits of the "American century." At the sarne time, the average age

for first marriages dropped throughout the r9yos. Young people may have
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sought in domesticiry an autonomous realm where they could create their

own lives independent of the often arbitrary institutions engulfing their

youth.
Public images about the beats vicariously satisfied needs for rebellion,

while reinforcing the correctness of responsible behavior. Evidence that psy-

chological need for release and reinforcement was sizable may exist in the

range of deviant behaviors occupying the mass media in the I9tos. In addi-

tion to the beats, the media virnrally exploded with images focusing on rebel-

lion. Movies such as Richard Brookst BlacbboardJungle (tg1) and Nicho-
las Rayt Rebel Without a Cause (rg1) popularized the themes of juvenile

delinquency and motorcycle gangs. In r9y5 rhythm and blues erupted from
a narrow segment of the music market to becorne the most popular rype of
music, as Elvis Presley, Little Richard, and Chuck Berry gained a mass audi-

ence by flouting parental authoriry and sexual conventions.ls The growing
attention given to the beats was part of a wider fascination with youth trans-

gression. The focus on youth's discontents went beyond questions of subor-

dinate rebellion against social constlictions, a perennial aspect of popular cul-

fure, to suggest that a period-specific crisis of maruration had become a new

organizing theme for culrural expression, both high and low.

Douglas MacAgy had not dreamed that artists would become objects of
mass consumption, but in ry4he had predicted the growing importance of
elite art for posrwar America. As summarized in chapter 3, MacAgy argued

that the ans provided an arena for subjective autonomy within a society in-
creasingly organized around the needs of rational, efficient planning. The

public would spontaneously rum to the afts to claim for itself the only realm

where imagination ruled unhindered by laws of necessiry be they scientific

or theological. MacAgy expounded the positive functions of irrationaliry but
he had forgotten that irrationaliry was associated with both juvenile and femi-
nine being.le The public would not absorb the benefits he described without
trepidation, for who could say with certainry where the boundaries lay be-

rween the positive and negative aspects of freedom-that is to say, berween
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adolescence and adulthood, berween male and female? The benefits of per-
sonal freedom were counterbalanced by potential disintegration of the cate-

gories that traditionally defined identiry and the appropriate roles for given

stages of life.

The polarization berween "beats" and "straights" that occurred in public
discussion ritually enacted inter-ior conflicts over the limits of freedom. The
public debate was artificial as it exteriorized complex personal choices into
Manichaean imagery that negated essential questions of context. The combi-
nation of discipline with experimentation rypical of avant-garde practice dem-

onstrated that it was indeed possible to make freedom and structure, pleasure

and responsibiliry ambition and ideals, expedence and traditions compatible.

Possibiliry however, never guaranteed certainry. The argument that took
shape around the images of the beats favored apocalyptic fantasies: the beats'

vision of an inner utopia that resolved all conflicts into grist for personal

grovrth (maruration as a self-determined process) versus a nightmare vision of
unrooted individuals succumbing to libertinism (engulfment in pelpetual im-
maturiry). This spurious opposition promoted the use of reductive symbols

by both sides to generate a polemic endlessly oscillating berween enthusiast

and moralist faces.

The ardficidity of the polemic, even in its own time, is suggested by a

national snrdy of attirudes toward conformiry conducted in ry53. Nearly
8o percent of those surveyed for this inquiry described themselves as "conven-

tional" in behavior and attitude, but those respondenm nonetheless claimed

to value unconventionaliry and difference as important for the furure of the

country. Study participants ranked academics, writers, and artists higher than

business leaders or politicians for social prestige because of the assumed pro-
pensiry of intellectuals to question things most people took for granted. The

sample presumed that leaders of sociery, be they politicai, economic, or cul-
tural, were risk-takers and were motivated by a strongly felt desire to dem-

onstrate personal superioriry. The subjects of this srudy valued traditional re-

lationships, but their respect for innovation may be evidence that they wanted
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to experience those relationships as voluntary rather than as obligatory. Th.y
wanted to retain known boundaries berween established social categories

such as male and female, but augment the content of each so they might be

less one-dimensional.'o

If this study's results were a valid indicator of general attitudes at the time,

the mass relationship to new phenomena like the avant-garde appears not to

have been a question of totalistic absolption or rejection. Added to the "mar-

ketplace of ideas" was a "marketplace of behaviors" from which the public

picked and chose according to individual interests and situations. The drama

of the beatnik presented rn magazines, motion pictures, and on television

brought aftention to a new repertory of life-sryles, with varying promises of
release from unwanted responsibilities. The polemic was an imitation of a de-

bate because the public did not need to make fundamental choices. The ap-

peal that the beats made to reduce mind-body dualism might mean only that

one could learn from experience and ought to tnrst one's desires. The mes-

sage of "free love" might convey simply that affection rather than obedience

should be the basis of marriages, or that atnalperiod of living together-an
aspect of "beat" life inevitably reported in the mass media-might be a rea-

sonable test of compatibiliry before making a perrnanent commitment. The

beats helped negotiate conflicting demands of subjective experience and insti-

tutional rationaliry by projecting these conflicts onto an imaginary vision of
themselves. This exemplary role developed as artists and poets struggled with
their personal and professional problems. "Howl" and On the Road were

rwo exercises, arnong many, in the reconstnrction of male identiry into a form
that allowed the poet to have a constructive sense of self in pursuit of excel-

lence while undergoing prolonged apprenticeship, a condition increasingly

rypical of ment experiences in the postwar period, but particuiarly exagger-

ated for those in the creative arts.

To the degree that poets and artists achieved affention, they became gen-

eralized symbols in which fragments came to stand for larger phenomena.
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'Howl' and On the Road defined the beat vision, which even limited to the

small group of friends associatedwith Kerouac and Ginsberg, was more com-
plex and ambiguous (and often far less optimistic, s h the case of William
Burroughst paranoid fantasy Naked Lwnch) than the movement's two best-

known products. The beats, marked by extreme misogl,ny and a heary-
handed didacticism, overshadowed but did not eliminate the many competing
visions within their generation of artists and poets. Most curiously, a genera-

tion of young anists symbolized the appeal and the dangers of autonomous

identiry for their fellow citizens. The relation of the posrwar avant-garde to
American sociery is one of intersecting layers of surfaces and depths, in which
symbolic functions often obscure a more complex and varied set of experi-

ences. \fle will need to bracket and suspend stereorypes from those years to
look more closely at the manifestations of the avant-garde. Yet for the pur-
poses of our analysis, the meanings captured in stereorypic thought remain a

touchstone, for they return to the roles of the avant-garde in the social imagi-
nation of the time. Our goal ultimately will be to gain understanding of the

peculiar relationship becureen elite, vanguard art and the rest of sociery that
developed in the r9ros. First we must address the relationship of the beats to
other voices within the avant-garde by examining the ways in which Gins-
berg's peers experienced *Howl."

The response that sculptor Manuel Neri (b. r93o) had to 'Howl' demon-
strates the complexiry of the interaction berween symbolic forms and indi-
vidual lives. Neri first heard the poem in r9y 5 when he visited a friendt apaft-

ment in Oakland and Ginsberg, who also happened to be visiting, read a draft
of the poem. Neri recalled that evening as one of the most moving experiences

of his life. The poem seemed to capture nuances of his own li[e. Ginsberg's

famous opening line, "I saw the best minds of my generation destroyed by
madness, starving hysterical naked," struck Neri as an accurate description of
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the anguish artists felt. As important was the/orgioeness accompanying an-

ger. "Howl" promised that poets could rrap "rhe archangel of the soul be-
rween z visual images" and

recreate the syntax and measure of poor human prose

. . . rejected yet confessing out of the soul to conform to the rhythm of
thought

and that this wisdom would blow

the suffering of Americat naked mind for love into an eli eli lamma lamma
sabacthani saxophone cry thrshivered the cities down to rhe last radio

with the absolute heart of the poem of life butchered out of their own
bodies good to eat a thousand years.2l

It was a heady image that continued martial and millenarian imagery: dedi-
cation to the impractical was pan of a necessary crusade to restore goodness.

Artists attending to their own interests served a rranscendent public good, a

theme that Ginsberg continued to strike through his career.22

Neri was a member of the Six Gallery an arrist cooperative in San Fran-
cisco run by students from the California School of Fine Arrs. He opened the
gallery space for a public reading of "Howl" so rhar Ginsberg could find an

audience outside the living rooms and kitchens of his friends. On October rl,
r9j\, Kenneth Rexroth presided over Ginsbergt presenrarion and a reading
by five other poets: Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Philip Lamantia, Michael Mc-
Clure, G^rySnyder, and Philip Whaien. AII of the poets who read gained na-
tional reputations as leaders of the San Francisco "poetry renaissance," which
had acrually begun a decade earlier but achieved attention far beyond poerry
circles in the late rgyos because of its association with the beat phenomenon.

Nerit conviction that "Howl" accurately described his life and his hopes

is an historical fact with significance for furure developments. Yet Neri was

not gay or bisexual. He was nor a conscientious objector, and indeed served
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creditably when drafted for the Korean \War. As an artist, he was more con-

cerned to develop a formal, aesthetic vision than to project a Program of social

criticism. Nor was Neri an outcast, suffering artist. Even as a student, he was

well received and on his way to becoming one of the most prominent artists

in California. His development was a remarkable success story one made

possible in pan by the rapidly expanding market for contemporary Ameri-
can art.

Neri was born in Californiat Central Valley into a family of immigrants

from Mexico who spent the year traveling up and down the state as agricul-

tural laborers. Neri worked in the fields with his parents and siblings until he

was fourteen years old. Vhen his father and older brother died in an accident,

Neri's mother abandoned farm labor and moved her family to Oakland,

where she went to work in the canneries. For the first time in his life, Neri
was able to anend school on a regular basis. He proved to be an excePtional

srudent with strong grades in all subjects. His counselors and teachers en-

couraged him to go to college, and he enrolled at Berkeley in ry49 with a

practicalgoal of pursuing a degree in electrical engineering.

An elective course in ceramics changed his aspirations. Hearing about the

experiments at the California School of Fine Arts, he went across the bay and

audited classes. Overwhelmed by Clyfford Still's work and "his idea of what

an artist should be," Neri determined to become a painter instead of an engi-

neer, though he tried to placate his mothert concerns by taking a double set

of courses.23

In ry52 the army drafted him. He spent the next rwo years in Korea be-

hind the lines deciphering aend. reconnaissance photographs. Discharged,

with a young pregnant wife, he decided, as so many veterans before and after

him, not to compromise his ambitions any funher. He used his GI Bill to
attend art school rather than retum to the university. He enrolled first at the

California College of Arts and Crafts, but transferred to the California

School of Fine Arts after Gurdon Woods replaced Emest Mundt as director.

His commitment to aft led to the breakup of his first marriage in r9i\,
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shonly before he met Ginsberg. He and his wife had not argued about
money, he said, as he later reconsidered the flucmations of his life. His wife
wanted financial securiry but she had expected several lean years while he fin-
ished his education. The primary problem he thought was one of time and his

inabiliry to give both art and his family adequate amenrion. His wife was nor
an artist, and their interests were so far apartthat he felt his mosr intense mo-
ments in the srudio and while carousing with his fellow students.

Liking what he saw of his friend Jay DeFeo's work in plaster, Neri
switched from painting to sculpture in r9yi, using a medium rhar was "un-
important, cheap, and malleable." This decision was the critical breakthrough
of his career. His plaster figures seemed to peers and teachers alike to be the
first true application they had seen of action-painting techniques to sculptural
form. Neri worked with the plaster while it was still wet, and he had to form
his shapes quickly before the plaster dried. The medium demanded immedi-
ate improvisation but could also be reworked easily by lopping off and adding
on. A piece was finished, he observed, only when somebody took it away.

After the sculprures dried, Neri slopped cheap but bright house paint over rhe

work in broad brushstrokes that treated the plaster as a form of canvas.2a

His teachers, Elmer Bischoff and Robert Howard, brought his plaster
sculprures to the attention of museum curarors, and he began to exhibit in
both San Francisco and Los Angeles. In ry6o the George \il/. Staempfli Gal-
lery in New York offered him representation, and Neri had the first of many
one-artist exhibitions in Manhattan. In ry64 the arr department at the Uni-
versiry of California, Davis, recruited him to its faculry and he gained eco-

nomic stabiliry. Neri found in the art profession critical acclaim and a daz-
zlngly rapid escape from the poverry of his youth. Neri's reacrion ro "Howl"
cannot be explained by the facts of his life course, so we must consider that
the symbolic importance of the poem referred ro nonrangible, imaginative as-

pects of social realiry.

The events of the reading of "Howl" at the Six Gallery have been retold
many times because it seemed a moment that allowed those present to see thar
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a new force had arisen in American culrure.2s The response that the poem re-
leased was complex, most of it only peripherally related ro the poemt force
as a jeremiad. For listeners, the content that the language carried was less im-
portant than the ritualistic, collective emorions released by scatalogical and
sexually explicit language as rhe poem was read in public. But it would be
wrong to separare content and form. The language fit the content perfectly
because it underscored the poett anger and drew upon the everyday use of
vulgariry in emotionally intense momenrs. Still, at the time, such direct,
simple expression was unusual for a poem with serious aims. A letter written
right after the event reported on the effect of the language and, incidentally,
on Kerouact role in pushing the audience to let go of its inhibitions and ac-
cept the spirit with which Ginsberg had written "Howl,,:

This Carrowac [sic] person sat on the floor downstage right, slugging a gal-
lon of Burgundy and repeating lines after Ginsberg, and singing snatches
of scat in berween the lines; he kept a kind of chanted, revival-meeting
rhythm going. Ginsbergt main number was a long descriptive roster of
our group, pessimistic dionysian young bohemians and their peculiar and
horrible feats, leading up to a thrilling jeremiad at the end, that seemed to
pick up the ponderous main body of the poem and float it along stately
overhead as if it were a kite. There was a lot of sex, sailors and language of
the cocksuckingmotherfucker variery in it; the people gasped and laughed
and swayed, they were psychologically had, it q/as an orgiastic occasion.26

In The Dharma Bwms, Kerouact novel written in ry57 about his friendship
with Gary Snyder, Kerouac gave his own account of ..the night of the binh of
the San Francisco Poetry Renaissance" (thereby launching the myth that the
rype of performance rhar evening was somerhing never heard of before):

It was a mad night. And I was the one who got things jumping by going
around collecting dimes and quarrers from the rather stiff audience stand-
ing around in the gallery and coming back with three huge gallon jugs of
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California Burgundy and geming them all piffed so that by eleven o'clock
when Alvah Goldbrook [Allen Ginsberg] was reading his, wailing his

poem'Wail'drunkwith arms outspread everybody was yelling, "Go! Go!

Go!" (like a jam session) and old Rheinhold Cacoethes [Kenneth Rexroth]

the father of the Frisco poetry scene was wiping his tears in gladness."
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Both accounts stress that the poett performance aimed to incite audience par-

ticipation. The words Ginsberg read were his, the emotions belonged to ev-

eryone in the room. Instead of listening quietly and attempting to follow the

complex lines of poetry the audience joined in as if they were members of a
jazz ensemble. They were not oblivious of the content, but their response was

an immediate visceral reaction to a performance, which had its own collective

truth independent of the words. "A reading is a kind of communion," G^ry
Snyder observed. "The poet articulates the semiknown for the tribe."2s As the

letter written immediately aker the event strongly suggested, part of the re-

sponse stemmed directly from the use of street language. The comment on
the "ponderous" qualiry of the poem should remind us that neither the ideas

nor the images were new. The poem expressed relatively commonplace gripes

of young bohemians. The nrlgar language as such was familiar as well. As

Depury District Attorney Bruce Mclntosh stated during the trial in ry57
against Lawrence Ferlinghetti for violating obscenity laws by publishing
"Hov/I," any man on the street understood the surface scatalogical images

even if the poemt pulported philosophical content seemed obscure.2e As a
communicative act, "Howl" presented nothing new to its audience; as an in-
teractive event, the poem was a radical experience, even for this audience, be-

cause it allowed the audience collectively to thrust into public discourse what
had been everyday ideas and language of private feeling. Public use of obscene

language for serious pulposes broke down inhibitions that haunted everyone

in the room with conventional ideas about what was appropriate and inap-

propriate for "art." As an event, the reading of "Howl" demonstrated that



there was no aspect of intemal experience, no inclination, no emotion, that
was to be despised a priori.

A New York theater critic reported a similar experience in ry67 when he

observed that Michael McClure's play The Beard was uniike anything he had

ever experienced previously. There was no drama on the stage, but tremen-

dous pressure built up and released in the audience as they watched the actors

impersonating Billy the Kid and Jean Harlow insulting each other with repe-

titious obscenities undl joining in what appeared to be actual sexual union at

the playi conclusion. "Curiously enough," he found, "by the end of the play,

one has completely ceased to be shocked." As the mutual seduction consum-

mated, "There seemed to be a kind of relief round the audience at this point:
the ultimate had taken place, all the taboos were down, and it wasn't really so

awful, was it? Vhich, to my mind, not only cleared the air but absolved the

play of any possible charge of pornography."3.

Panicipating in breaking down bariers through public ritualization of
well-known, daily private acts helped to release guilt about private feelings,

and not only those related to sexualiry. The most basic desires and fears were

no longerp wblicly repressed and therefore no longer experienced as shameful,

weak, or converseiy as a hidden source of masculine strength. Sexual need

(and aggression) could openly define the male relationship to the world, even

in areas unrelated to genital sexualiry. Ginsberg extended to his audience, but
not necessarily to his readers, the dispensation from mind-body dualiry that
he had received from Neal Cassady.

The release from guilt helped justify faith that choosing personal enrich-

ment over immediate material benefit vras neither foolish nor immoral, nei-

ther essentially irresponsible nor libertine. Certainly Neri would have been

more practical, if less self-fulfilled, to stick to electrical engineering. That he

succeeded as well as he did as an artist was simply, he himself had observed,

luck. The ambition expressed in Ginsberg's "Howl" that words and images,

if true to personal vision, could liberate America helped assuage anxiery at
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moments of crisis such as divorce, for example, when past decisions might
seem mere foolish personal whimsy. There was another, more altruistic psy-
chological realiry at play: the very real sense of self-liberation that many felt
upon daring to choose their own path regardless of risk seemed germane to
others. The avant-garde presented itself with a conceprion of the individual in
the world that said, it is all right to take risks, the pursuit of individual excel-

lence will tap creative energies chained by antiquated customs. The poem

promised that to be an artist, or to be gay-that is to say, to be any kind of
"dsyix111"-qTould be beneficial for the world and would help spread the
sense of grace discovered when the boundaries berween appropriate and in-
appropriate language collapsed.

The poem's overarching jeremiad provided a capstone, but nor the point
of origin. Nothing in the poemt program is remotely political in the sense of
programmatically addressing specific social needs. The poemt release was

not the sharpening of political antagonism but a diffuse sense of promise.
Against Americat blind mistrust of "difference," poers and artists claimed to
produce a healing balm that would reconcile the divisive elements in America
and make the country "holy" again, as the coda to "Howl" predicted. The
healing of America involved marryrs like Carl Solomon, but those who were
true poets would embrace the conflict the poem described. The language of
the poem stressed human values over profit, and this gave "Howl" a super6-
cial anticommercial, antimilitarist rone borrowed from the rhetoric of the left.
Yet the power of the poemt rhetoric had little to do with reorganization of
political priorities. "Can any good sociery be founded," Ginsberg asked in
r96t, contemplating the Cuban revolution, "on the basis of old-sryle human
consciousness?" The mass media in all countries, capitalist or socialist, func-
tioned as subliminal manipulation that alienated its citizens from facing their
own inner realiry. Revolutionizing social arrangements were less important
than affirmation of the authoriry of personal need.r,

A focus on consciousness-raising did not mean that beat-generation criri-
cisms of American foreign policy, the developmenr of a permanent standing
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army, or the rape of the environment lacked genuine feeling or intellectual

substance. Ginsberg's poem "America," written in ry55, developed an alter-

native vision of patriotism, based on the merger of political, aesthetic, md
sexual radicalism. Still, the most important social effects of "Howl" involved

the reconstruction of personal identiry on a level at which the ideas were epi-

phenomenal. The social values poetry expressed had their place, but they
were stnrctured by the sense of rupture and rebirth that those panicipating
wanted to feel reaffirmed.

More important than the ideas was an embodiment of a new ideal self that
became present in group interactions. Joanna McClure remembered that at

the first poetry reading she attended in San Francisco, she "looked around at

the women there and thought, I like the way these women look. I like their
faces. I am right where I belong."r2 Her reaction was similar to the revelation
that Kerouac and Ginsberg felt when encounrering Cassady. A., ideal self

emerged in encountering members of the same sex whose state of being one
wanted to appropriate for oneself.

Because Ginsberg and Kerouac provided their generation of artists and

poets with a new sense of masculine subjectiviry they came to represent that
age group, even though most of its members led lives and pursued aesthetic

visions that could not be reduced to the single model the beats provided. In
confronting images of a reformed, justified self in a rirualistic contexr, young
men could literally shake off old self-images and throw themselves back in the

world to pursue their projects with greater bravado. Kerouac and Ginsberg
also helped develop a language of communal loyalties among young men, a
language at least as important as notions of freedom for a group not yet dif-
ferentiated and still engaged in parallel projects.

The simpliciry of their ideas and language, ideal for the ritualistic reembodi-
ment of bohemian masculiniry was particularly suitable for relay to a mass

audience. Translated into the media as ciphers in a public moraliry drama,
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their work spawned overly simple-minded and insulting presentations. Art-
ists and poets faced the public reduced to a parody of themselves. "Woe, woe
unto those who think that the Beat Generarion means crime, delinquency,
immoraliry amoraliry" Kerouac complained n Pkyboy magazine in ry59,
ar:rgry at the trivialization of his ideas which reduced him to one book that he

did not consider representative of his other work. He warned prophetically,
"'Woe unto those who spit on the Beat Generarion, the wind'll blow it back."33

Meanwhile, tourist buses brought in visitors to explore San Franciscot
Norch Beach, Manhattan's Greenwich Village, Chicago's Norch Shore, and

Los Angelest Venice district with their coffeehouses, bookstores, an galler-
ies, and jazz clubs. Quiet neighborhoods where aftists and poets had congre-
gated changed as music and comedy clubs catering ro a general public
opened. Rebellion was marketable as entertainment, allowing those who pre-
ferred their conventional lives to experience a simulacrum of the off-beat.

Painter Wrlly Hedrick (b. ,qly) remembered that one bar in San Francis-
co's Nonh Beach district hired an action painter to work while a jazz combo
performed: "That was his job. He made these paintings and while he would
paint the musicians would play along with him. He would go like this and
they would go doodoo doop. It was very popular in Nonh Beach. Th. guy
would make four or five paintings in an evening." There was a mystique ro
being beat, Hedrick admitted, but he was never comfortable with the whole
concept. Like most, he was never sure what the word meant, but "I had the
cosnrme; I had my beard and I v/ore my sandals." He briefly held a job sitting
in the window of a coffeeshop and drawing abstract pictures while tourists
passed by. It was stereorypic identiry but nonetheless brought recognition
and a sense that personal peculiarities might be meani"gful to orhers.i4

Bruce Conner (b. ,gll), on the other hand, hated both the term and the
hyp.. He thought "beat" was a derogatory rerrn, accompanied by a kind of
publicity that "exploited, degenerated, and decayed" artists into "providers
for art boutiques ." ln r959he and Michael McClure proposed that artists and
poets repudiate the term beat and call themselves "rat bastards" instead, and
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they announced the formation of the Rat Bastard Protective Sociery the

name intended as a playful allusion to the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood.

Membership of the Rat Bastards included Joan Brown, Jay DeFeo, DeFeo's

husband \flally Hedrick, and \Tallace Berman from Los Angeles. Since the

sociery had no business to conduct, not even seriously trying to convince

other artists and poets to substitute "rat bastard" for "beat," its meetings were

simply excuses to have ^pary. 
McClure doubted that a beat moaement ever

existed on the West Coast. It was an East Coast idea that Poets could form a

movement, he claimed. California poets were more "individualistic, more

private, more self-centered.""
Robert Duncan preferred to continue using the older term "bohemian" to

describe the California arts environment because it placed the avant-garde

fi*"ly in the context of a one-hundred-year-old tradition. Bohemian meant

translating aesthetic achievement into life-sryle, that is, Jiving with the arts as

a natural and necessary adjunct to daily existence:

In a Bohemian household you have immediacy to all the arts so that you

are going to have some aspect of music, poetry painting, and also the

decoration of things at the same level. The minute they're picked up, it is

part of the thing you do. Much of what you have around is either painted,

composed, etc., either by you or your friends. Thatt part of the flow. The

first thing you have regarding the Bohemian thing is that you don't have

someone else do your decor. . . . The Bohemian way is also a constant flow

of people in and oul lots of entertainment. You're not surprised that so-

and-so is married, or not married, to so-and-so. Thatt part of what we

see-this nerwork of people, this constant interchange. The other half of
the Bohemia concept is the Bohemia of Norch Beach, and that is its cafes,

cafe life.

Beat was something developed to make money, to give a suitable advertising

label so that customers could look for the correct product.
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That's the death of Bohemia. It isn't so much that you couldn't have

money. . . . Your art has to be posed with no guaranree and actually look
like a very remote unreal activiry to be in. Something that nobody values,

and you couldn't explain why you're doing it-in order for it to be

Bohemia. . . . Modern painting constantly tries to occupy an area rhat

would be doubrful enough to be Bohemian, but it has become so much of
a commodiry that itt very hard to keep the Bohemian sense. It sells over-

night. But it's still Bohemian because the fact that it sells does not give rt

solidiry. So, the painters live in a good deal of doubt. . . . Bohemian poetry
means risk. But it means something more than risk. It means poerry rhat

no one is sure what it is.r'

However aggravating or confusing the beat phenomenon might be, the at-
tention it generated brought rewards in terms of shows, gallery conrracts

from New York, and publications. The possibiliry of success and actuah in-
fluencing the country and becoming leaders beckoned, even if the trappings
were often offensive. New Directions and Ciry Lights Books, small presses

specializing in noncommercial literature, found themselves in the unusual
situation of going through multiple editions of volumes by living poets who
were not yet assigned in college English classes. Major galleries in New York
sought West Coast painters, and several galleries opened in San Francisco and

Los Angeles to represent experimental work.
Response to worldly interest was frequently ambiguous. The responsibili-

ties of developing a career in a world apparently interested in what one had to
say seemed to interfere uncomfortably with the sense of personal auronomy
needed to function as a creative person. The unresolved dialectic berween am-
bition and autonomy remained embedded in many recollections from this
generation in a double form of self-represenrarion and a coffesponding split
in the language they used to recall their careers.

We will examine this tension in the careers of rwo women painters, Joan
Brown (r%l-tggo) and Jay DeFeo $929-ry89). Their response as women
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will reinforce the importance of gender distinctions in this period, but it will
also suggest that the reactions of creative people, men as well as women, were

more complex than the programmatic fantasies that Kerouac and Ginsberg

developed for men alone might suggest. Brownt and DeFeot experiences

juggling career, marriage (and in Brownt case, motherhood), ambition, and

spiritual values, while blending sexualiry with a desire for stable relationships,

point to a commonaliry between young artists and sociery at large that an ex-

clusively male focus obscures. At the same time, their experiences had some

differences. Unlike most women their age, Brown and DeFeo were involved

in rwo-career marriages with men who were also creative people. Brown was

better known than her first and third husbands, William H. Brown and Gor-
don Cook, while she and her second husband, Manuel Neri, had relatively

equal reputations. The early work of Brown and Neri was strikingly similar,

but both developed their sryles before meeting or falling in love. Indeed, they
later felt that one of their marriage's deepest problems had been that their at-

traction to each other had grown primarily from a shared aesthetics. Th.y
assumed that because their work v/as so similar that they were soul mates. Jay
DeFeo and her husband \flrlly Hedrick were distinct personalities, each no-

torious in their own way, with very different approaches to art. DeFeo was as

private as Hedrick was extroverted, but DeFeo briefly achieved a national

reputation as one of the significant artists of her generation.
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7
A Womon's Polh to Moturotion

Joon Brown, Joy DeFeo, ond the Rot Bostords

From r9j7 to ry64JoanBrown was one of San Francisco's best-known paint-
ers. At midcareer she reflected upon the ambitions that nourished her arristic
practice, claiming that

[painting]t the only thirg that I have been involved in, or could think of
being involved in, where there's no responsibiliry to anybody else. And
this gets into maybe some of my feelings about galleries and the public.
Whatever you do is strictly for yourself. And I want the freedom. Anytime
I feel the pressure from anybody, from anything outside, I'll retreat from
that and push it away andpush it aside. Because it's the only thing I've ever

done where theret absolute freedom. . . . Ar any given momenr I can make
a total ass of myself and I'm responsible. You k o*, theret just me in-
volved in it and nobody gets hurt, nobody. . . . You can'r do that when
you're teaching, you can't do that with your family, you can't do that with
your child or wife or boyfriend/girlfriend.,

Ve might note immediately that for men arr was a way of finding a masculine
self, but for Brown arr was a way of stepping back from gendered relations.
At the time of this statemenr in r97\, Brown was one of many obscure but
talented painters who earned their livings by teaching. Yet ar the start of her
career she seemed, even more than Neri, on the verge of stardom. She began
her artistic career in ry5i, ar the age of sevenreen, with an impulsive decision
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to register at the Califomia School of Fine Arts rather than go to a liberal arts

college. She had shown no previous artistic inclinations. Two years later, she

had her first commercial exhibition in New York. In 1958 Holiday magazine,

playing on the national interest in San Franciscot bohemia that developed af-
ter the publication of Kerouac's novel On tbe Road, fearured her in a series on
"North Beach Poet-Makers." Loob magazineran a profile on her in an anicle
highlighting the most prominent women aftisrs in the United States. In ry59
Staempfli Gallery in New York began paying her a monthly stipend of g3oo

for exclusive right to represent her work and presented annual one-artist
shows of her work. In ry6o she became the youngesr person to exhibit at the
Vhitney Museum of American An. Cosmopolitan and Ghmowr prepared
fearure articles on her as a young woman making it in a mosdy male profes-
sion. In ry62 Mademoiselle honored her with its annual Outstanding Single

Achievement in Art Award.2
"Everybody's DarlinE" art critic Philip Leider called her. Brownt work,

Leider noted, heralded the national success of the aesthetic and pedagogic ap-

proach developed at the California School of Fine Ans. Paintings such as Zo-
lita (fig. 13) epitomized the San Francisco school of painting, with its philo-
sophical preference for ugliness, a coarse four-to-five-inch-thick surface, and
cheap materials. Since she came into the art world at ayery young age, im-
mature and intellecrually undeveloped, Leider argued that Brown focused
the ideas of her teachers and peers, without her own ambitions-other than

seeking praise-intervening to dilute their expression. Leider sexualized her
achievement by describing her as a passive, if talented and energeric, re-
ceptacle of "attirudes." Her work "embodied" the "germinating" ideas of
Clyfford Still as assimilated by Brownt teachers Elmer Bischoff and Frank
Lobdell. Like Bischoff, Brown reduced her figures to rhe barest amount of
information to identify their gender and relative age, while her use of sludgey
impasto to create textured three-dimensional shapes echoed Lobdell, al-

though she prefered bright colors to his grio,ly limited palette.3

She recalled the early acclairm she received as "borhersome and difficult."
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13. Joan Brown, Lolita, oil on canvas, t962. Courtesy of
Frumkin/Adams Gallery New York. Photo : eeva-inkeri.



Success limited her sense of freedom. "Some of the pressure was coming from
the outside, but some was internal too; 'Is this one as good as the last?'The
concems were going ourward where they had been inward. Not'Do I think
this is bener than the one I just did?' but worrying about what outside reac-

tion would be. I found that very stifling."a This conflict berween ambition
and inner ideals carne to a head rn t954, when she and her dealer, George \W.

Staempfli, clashed over new directions in her work. After her marriage to
Manuel Neri in ry6r and the birth of their son Noel the following year,

Brown started painting domestic scenes drawn from her sont baby book.
The subject of her painting had moved from creative expression itself to the

daily experiences of her life: Noel eating his first ice cream cone or taking a

pony ride at the zoo. Her srylistic devices adopted to her new concerns. She

recalled:

I was feeling restless and felt there was more than what I knew about. So

in January of ry65I decided to take a new step forward. I put away all my
palette knives and trowels, and decided to do some small still lifes in subtle

color. I wanted more conscious control of my work at this point. Staemp-

fli couldn't understand why I would want to change since my paintings

were selling well, I was showing steadily in New York and L.A., and

people were taking notice of my work. I tried to explain that I didn't want

to show for a while, that I wanted to pursue this new direction. He didn't
agree, so then I realized that we must part ways. I never regretted it, either.5

Brownt break with Staempfli and her decision to suspend public exhibi-
tion of her work coincided with her divorce from Neri. She confronted a cri-
sis hitting all facets of her life by deciding to spend a year remastering her

craft. She asked herself what she would need to learn to become a painter if
she had never gone to art school. She began, as if a novice, systematically to
work through charcoal, crayon, and water color exercises. Discipline and

self-control replaced expression and impulse as the key concepts of her work-
ing methods. She pulposely limited her palette, restricting herself in order to
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force discovery of what she did not know. She worked with small formats

because everybody in San Francisco painted very large canvases. If she was ro

regain a sense of initiative, her art was no longer to speak of presumed paint-
erly absolutes, but only for herself.'

The process broke the patterns she had developed while a student at the

California School of Fine Arts. When she rerurned to pubiic exhibition, her
work was radically, andfor most critics, shockingly different (pl. Z). The pre-

cision of her new style was accentuated by a shift from oil on canvas to enamel

on masonite board, which made the surfaces flatter and more brittle. Drafting
became vitally important, as she created bright represenrational images,

mosdy drawn from dream imagery. She forced the viewert attention away

from the language of painting onto the literal conrenr of the images, the details

of which were influenced by her srudies of hermetic and gnostic philosophy.
The cat in ancient Egyptian religion, for example, was one of the four primal
emanations of Ptah, the fundamental life force. The image, painted on the
occasion of Brown's third marriage to painter Gordon Cook, merged auro-
biography with mythology.

This work was consciously out of fashion. She knew that her quotations
of Rousseau, van Gogh, and Japanese Ukiyo-e prints appeared naive and
quaint in a period dominated by postpainterly abstraction. She assumed, con-
trary to the prevailing wisdom, that the images could be more important than
the form of presentation. Representation meanr that she was not afraid of
what she felt, even at the risk of sentimentaliry. She would take a stand in the
world by making inteqpretations. She had progressed from being a brilliant
exponent of what was virnrally a brand-narne sryle to a more masterful but
individual approach that did not at the time relate to the formal preoccupa-
tions of any other group of painters. This insistence on the primacy of her
own vision over any concept of art onhodory problematized her relation to
the professional art world and contributed to her decline into the secondary
rung of artists.T

She had no one-artist shows until a r97r efibition at the San Francisco
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Museum of Modern An. For ten years she went without a show in New
York, and she never again had a commercial gallery as an exclusive represen-

tative, although several houses in San Francisco, Los Angeles, and New York
efibited her work. No longer a bright young star or even likely to become
famous, she still considered her career to be successful, carefully underscoring
that she did not, indeed dare nor, use monetary criteria. For her, success

meant the abiliry to create a body of work faithful to her interior vision. She

did not conceal her contempt for the purely commercial aspects of the art
business. She told Artzpeek magazine rn r97r that she painted only for her-
self, but she felt a need "every once in a while" to exhibit her work to see how
other people reacted to it.8

The objectively foolish, but subjectively necessary decision to drop
Staempfli left Brown in a difficult financial siruation that would endure for a

decade. Since r95o she had taughr ar rhe night school program at the Califor-
nia School of Fine Arts, but the work was sporadic and paft-rime. Her salary
was insufficient to supporr herself and her son. She received money from
Neri and her parents, but she needed to feel that she could rely on her own
efforts to provide the basis for her standard of living. She supplemented her
income by teaching in hospitals, private schools, md by leading art therapy
classes for the physically and mentally disabled. "k was tough ar rhar rime,"
she observed later, but felt that the experience of working with so many dif-
ferent rypes of people outside the art world gave her a better sense of what art
could mean in everyday life. Raising a child convinced her that "being an

artist is a by-product of being a human being. . . . I'm not any one thing;
I'm not just a teacher, I'm not just a mother, I'm not just a painter. I'm all
these things plus, and the more areas I can rap the richer each one of the others
will be."e

O"ly in ry74did she gain financial stabiliry when she joined the faculry of
the art department at the Universiry of California, Berkeley. The goal of per-
sonal, creative freedom was so necessary for her self-esteem that she willingly
accepted ten years of personal hardship without ever publicly regretting the

I
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choice she had made. The decision had been hers, she insisted. She refused to

blame Staempfli i, *y way for her difficulties in producing satisfactory prod-
uct for him. He operated as he did because developing saleable artists was es-

sential to the survival of his business. Brown could not become autonomous

working with Staempfli because he himself had no autonomy whamoever,

but led his professional life entirely in reaction to the mechanisms of the

market.lo

Brownt decision was neither unprofessional nor antiprofessional, since

her career turned toward an alternative professional model for being an artist,

one grounded in the nonprofit, academic aspects of the art world. Her most
important shows appeared at museums and university galleries. Her ap-

proach to art, shared with many in her generation, included a component ir-
reducibly noncommercial because the instirutional framework most impor-
tant to her advancement took place in the publicly funded sector. She had

experienced rebinh in school, and leaving the academy to join the wider

world proved difficult and painful. After a plunge into entrepreneurial ac-

tiviry she discovered that Douglas MacAgy's conception of art as a form of
scholarship provided a more secure and independence-giving basis for build-
irg , career. She did not reject the value of sales, but she would not make

them critical markers of success in her own self-evaluations. The sacralizatron

of creativity in fact helped to suppoft the art market system, because it en-

hanced the general idea of art as a special autonomous realm. Yet if the public
and private sectors were not inherently in conflict, they were not identical,

and a potential for conflict underlay the distinction berween these two v/ays

of being an artist in America.

The turn from worldly ambition was motivated by a desire to protect per-
sonal autonomy and to prevent herself from being reduced to a stereorype.

She had discovered thatalife based on creativiry and work allowed her to live

simply and in direct contact with her interior realiry. "I trust the unconscious

very, very strongly. And I dont trust my conscious, my mind is a mess. It
just looks like this painting table. It's just fitted with nonsense, sidetracking,
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garbage, and crap." Her conscious mind carne from the exterior world, from
the repetitious dictates of social pressures. Her unconscious tapped into a

deeper level of realiry, one independent of sociery. Her dreams were orderly,
clean, clear, very bright in color: "They look just like my paintings as a mamer

of fact."1'

Three factors in Brown's accounr of her life help explain the panicular con-
tours of her life-course decisions: her parents' starus anxiery; an experience of
psychological rebinh that the art srudent peer group gave her; the linkage of
sexual stereotypes to commerce. The first factor was her parents' obsessive

anxiety over class status. Brown was born in San Francisco in a lower-middle-
class Catholic family, the only child of an alcoholic father who worked as a

bank clerk and a devoutly religious morher who suffered from epilepsy.

Brown began her life story by stressing the disjunction berween her parenrs'
psychological disorders and their desire to maintain the faEade of a respectable

and affluen t profe s sia nal farrtly.
Her fathert income was modest compared to the image he wished ro pro-

ject. The family lived in an upper-middle-class secrion of the ciry but in a

tiny, uncomfonable three-room aparrment. Brown was forced to sleep in the
dining room with her grandmother, instead of having a room of her own, as

she was certain she could have had if they had lived in a neighborhood more
appropriate to the family's income level. Brown panicularly recalled that she

herself was a public emblem of her parents' aspirations. The family often
ate poorly, but she wore expensive clothes and attended the most exclusive

Catholic schools. The bank clerk concerned about how his peers viewed him
arranged his life to conform to the mosr clich6d images of respectable life,
even to using his daughter, without thought to her needs, to allay starus

anxiety.12

She hated the environment her parents provided for her. Life was insular
and deprived, rotating berween church, school, and the uncomfortable apart-
ment where each member of the family retreared into a personal shell. "It was

dark," she recalled. "I mean dark in the psychological way, and it was crazy."

I
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She could never bring friends over because the family's private life did not live

up to its public faEade. The street became the only place where she could es-

cape her parenm' obsessive fantasies. "As a child, I never sPent one moment

alone in that apartment. If my parents weren't home when I came home I
would wait in the lobby downstairs. I'd wait out in the sffeet. . . . It was

black, dark, scarf; like a Dracula house to me."13

When she graduated high school in ryyl, her parents enrolled her in Lone

Mountain College, the ciryt Catholic woment school, but Brown, only sev-

enteen, impulsively switched to the California School of Fine Arts after see-

irrg * advertisement a few days before classes were to start. As soon as she

walked into the school's courryard, she recalled that the school "was a whole

new world for me, and I was just ready for it." The srudents were "sophis-

ticated" and "worldly" veterans-this time from the Korean War. No one

seemed afraid to formularc an opinion about art and sociery. She felt she

learned that the world was hers to interpret, that there were experiences "out-

side of the damn Catholic San Francisco environment" of her childhood. The

continuing appeal of the values and perspectives of World \War II veterans-

rurned-bohemians and the processes by which their interests spread to a

younger generation of artists are a striking feature of painterJoan Brown's rec-

ollections of her career. She repeated almost verbatim motifs we discussed in
chapter J, but her female perspective is a reminder that the male veteran was

as much a shared imagination of youthful independence as a sociological

realiq.
The second critical factor in Brown's transition was the liberating effect of

generational confraterniry. Instead of competition and infighting, *We'd all

meet and be just one big bunch of energies all coming together. . . . We gave

each other agreatdeal at that time. Everybody was excited. It was kind of like

a big burst of energy, a rebirth in a sense."14 \(/ally Hedrick, a close friend and

fellow srudent, also stressed the importance of a generation developing new

lives together: "In this little communiry we didnt have to have art teachers. It
sounds egotistical, but we were our own teachers and we taught each other.
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We were so close to one another it was as if I could have called them my sur-

rogate parents."15 Psychological realignment with onet peers helped one

separate from unwanted traditions and values, but it was also a way of em-

phasizing personal accomplishment. Professional identifications provided so-

ciabiliry but also the group in which one competed to demonstrate personal

excellence. By choosing to be olphans, for whom peers were more important
than parents or teachers, posfwar artists imagined that each person starred on
an equal footing and achieved what he or she could, according to the srrength

of talent and vision.

Languages of independence and ambition were closely linked, and thus we

must be careful not to assume that youth rebeilion was necessarily or inevi-
ably a revolt against patriarchal authoriry. Fraterniry placed the generation in
an ambivalent position vis-i-vis fathers and teachers) as we saw in chapter r

when younger artists negated the history of which they were heirs in order to
magnify their own accomplishments. The myth of inheriting a culrural desert

was a formula for asserting on a social level the powerful feelings of rebinh
that smdents such as Joan Brown felt upon entering the art world. The prom-
ise of novelty stimulated ambitions and the possibiliry of rapid advancement

within the chosen profession. Confraterniry appeared in the guise of rebel-

lion, but it did not ovefthrouz the patriarchy except in the imagination. In-
deed, as careers differentiated and competition intensified for prestige and

place, the confratemiry dissolved into a memory idealized and romanticrzed
because it represented hope in a timeless state. As long, however, as ambi-

tion conflicted with portions of subjective ideals, the individuai remained

suspended berween accommodadon to a mature position within a rejuve-

nated culmral institution and a position of rebellion defending more egali-

tarian aims.16

Evidence of the psychological realignment Brown underwent in school re-

mains in the formulas in her account that shift her career choice into a purely
mythic level. She presented the critical decision of her life as an element of
chance, as if the hand of fate had directed her to the new environment for

I
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which she, as yet uninitiated into the mysteries of creativiry was totally
unprepared.

I can't really say it was an accident that I ended in arr school. I don't believe

in accidents, but it certainly wasn't planned. . . . When I went to aft school,

I had never heard of Picasso. I had heard the name Rembrandt, but never

had seen any of the paintings. I had never been to any museums outside

San Francisco. All I had looked at was a sarcophagus and a mummy at the

de Young Museum.17

So foreign was the life she had chosen that she was deeply embarrassed to

discover she had to draw life smdies from nude models. The first Richard

Diebenkorn picture she saw infuriated her because it seemed so pointless.

\flithin ayear she wanted to duplicate for others the shock she first felt at see-

irg * abstract painting.18

This motif of chance guiding her continued to appear in her account as she

described falling virrually by accident into a teaching career and getting her

first shows. The certainry of success that the motif of chance suggested was

countered by a second mythic element that introduced factors of suspense

and personal merit. She loved art school, but she recalled that when she began

taking courses, she showed no talent whatsoever and teachers advised her to

drop out. To stay in school she had to work extraordinarily hard, fighting

lack of aptitude and technique.

I thought, "I don't have any talent, I have no business here," and I was

going to go to work when [William H. Brown] talked me into taking

one more class . "Landscape Painting." Elmer Bischoff taught the

course. . . . [*d told her] "You don't have to do things right, just paint

from your insides, let it go, I'll help you as we go along." He really started

teaching me how to see, rather than to be technically proficient. "

Brown blossomed under the influence of the "Bischoff attitude": don t worry
about the rules, do what feels right, protect your privacy, never forget that it
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will always be hard work to do something good, and be your ov/n strongest

critic, never satisfied until you have achieved something new. She acknowl-
edged that having no "natural" talent, she never mastered the basics of draw-
ing, but her technical inadequacies forced her to explore "internal process"

and develop a visual language for her philosophical meditations rather than

reproduce surface phenomena. 20

After her breakthrough in Bischofft class, she never again considered pur-
suing a career other than painting, because all alternatives meant returning to
her parents'world. Thus her life journey took a path of rebellion only so she

might discover the otherwise hidden traditional values of communiry ap-

prenticeship, and hard work. She continued as a student undl 196r, when she

completed a master's of fine arts degree. She escaped forever her parents'

"damn Catholic San Francisco environment" that she believed was based on
appearances only. She had rebelled, but fundamentally she was not a rebel.

"You can't keep working if you're just rebelling," she argued. The media, she

thought, imposed an image of the rebel and outcast upon artists and poets,

but generalizing from her own experiences to those of her friends, she de-

scribed the motivations of her generation as positive, as the pursuit of interior
truth and moral renewal.2'

The linked languages of ambition and autonomy are represented by two
highly distinctive voices alternating in her accounts. One voice used humor-
ous hyperbole to accentuate the surrealiry of her parents' life or, on occasion,

her own foibles and those of her peers. This inflection drew a veil across the

more painful elements of her life by rendering them into shaqp, quick images

designed to shock and get a laugh. The other voice used a more expansive

language of wonder and excitement to express the adventure of a young
woman on a journey of initiation that would allow her to overcome her fears

and enter into enriching relations with others. Part of this journey included

following ayery traditional pattern for women: marriage at the age of nine-
rcen to a fellow studenL William H. Brown, another "refugee" from a Catho-
lic family, with whom she formed a union based on murual intellecrual inter-
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est. For rs/o years he was her teacher and guide: "Bill gave me a bunch of
books on painting, on the impressionists, Rembrandt, Goya, and Vel6s-

quez.. . . I went through all this stuff, and I was just knocked out. I'd never

seen any of this sruff, and I felt this tremendous surge of energy."22 Her mar-
riage conformed to generational patterns, but it also ensured her indepen-

dence from her parents. In the context of her progression, an apparently tra-

ditional act involved consolidating the rebellion begun when she enrolled in
art school. The leading trend was toward assuming personal control over

onet life, and thus the rgyos was also a period when one in three marriages

ended in divorce. Brownt four marriages follow this trend, but also suggest

her determination not to make the mistakes of her parents and continue a re-

lationship that no longer provided growth.
This brings us to the third factor in Brownt subjective progress: the link-

ing of commerce with sexual stereotypes. Entering the realm of aesthetics al-

lowed her to escape the contradictions of her parents' aspirations, in which

surface devoured substance. Yet the world she entered linked success and

gender so closely that she could not achieve success without betraying the

ideal personal freedom that she had discovered in art. She found herself re-

peating the role that her parents had assigned her, but for a larger audience

and with greater rewards. Nell Sinton recalled that the young Brown was a

"sparkplug." Sinton meant this as a personal rather than sexual attribute,
though in the mid-m/entieth century the sexual and personal were seldom

distant.23 Brownt magnetic personality attracted both men and women to

her; excitement, verve, and energy could assume distinctly sexual ovemones

in a male-defined environment, as they often did in reviews of her work.
Brown's response to the sexualization of her art both embraced and re-

jected the importance of femininiry.2a She did not want to deny her personal

charms, yet neither did she vrant to acknowledge that sexualiry rather than

the qualiry of her ideas, might have been a factor in her success. She con-

fronted contradictions in the art world through a double form of self-

representation parallel to the double voice discussed above. She used sexual-

I
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14. Joan Brown, Fur Rat, mixed media, ry6z.Universiry An Museum,
University of Califomia, Berkeley.

ized imagery to portrayher interaction with the absurd world of career build-
ing. The language and narrative devices that allow this gendered self to speak

were closely connected to those used to discuss her relationship with her par-
ents. Early in her life account, she portrayed herself as a liar who learned to
use dress and appearance to protect herself; at the same time, she satisfied her

parents' desires for middle-class starus by impersonating the role of society

princess. This mendacious, oppornrnistic character reappears in her account

as the person who participates to excess in parties, drinks too much, and lets

herself be carried to unspecified extremes by the energy levels of "a whole
bunch of people . . . constantly butting up against each other on an almost

rwenry-four-hour-a-day basi5. "zs

This figure became an element in her work as well, where it appeared most
spectacularly in Fwr Rat as a decaying animal wrapped in mangy fur (fig. r4).
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Underneath the fur, Brown had inserted the shaqp ends of caLpettacks. The

needle points were completely invisible, but if one stroked the work-and
only the most privileged paffons of the art world were able acrually to rouch
a work--onet fingers could be lacerated. This object derived from a dream

she had rn t96t,just as her national career achieved momentum. In later years

she recalled that she recognized in the dream her troubled response to rhe

pressures of making a career. The fur rat appeared ironically i" The Bide,
collared and leashed, tamed as a sometimes necessary attribute of dealing with
the practical world."

Ironic use of seductive imagery in her art and in her narrative reflected her

ambiguous position as a woman in the arcs. Like it or not, a woman made her
way in the absurd world of practical ambition with "all the dimensions that
happen with the absurd-happiness, humor, gentleness, violence.'27 And yer
a passion for distinction transformed into ambition for worldly success had
led her into a trap. Success under those conditions meanr accepring a con-
stricted self-identitl, one that gloried in appearances and the abiliry ro use

"feminine wiles" to advance herself. To be a successful woman aftist was pos-
sible, but that life seemed only a reconstruction of her parents' world on an-
other plane.

Opposed to a gendered, sexualized conceprion of self, anorher voice
called, evoking a vision of an initiate who survived spirirually through recur-
rent journeys into the freedom of painting. This degendered voice gave her
the strength to stand her ground and sever profitable ties with George
Staempfli. It also required her to reject the nascent feminist arr movement
when, in the early ry7os, several feminist critics pointed to Brown's concern
with recording personal experience as an example of a specifically female per-
spective rn art.28 Brown vocally opposed this conclusion and refused to par-
ticipate in feminist-oriented exhibitions. She accepted feminism when applied
to general economic and political questions, but she thought explicitly femi-
nist art was "rotten and contrived" because it elevated one aspect of human
experience to universal importance and, perhaps as important, restricted
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meaning to a priori conclusions. The central act in recovering subjective will
was asserting the freedom to establish the meaning of onet expetiences.

Feminist ideology, when applied to art, struck her as being as narrow andar-

bitrary as the commercial art world. Powerful images came from a level of
thinking, she believed, that preexisted sociery and all its distinctions. If she

were to use her paintings to reflect her experience, she could accept no politi-
cal ideology as afilter.2e

A degendered definition of art allowed her to constmct a marure identiry

but the price was negation of public value and transfer of personal vision onto

an ideal, aesthetic level. This surrender did not mean passiviry. Retreat was the

only way she could continue to function within sociery as an active, contdb-

uting member without being consumed by the contradictions of her position.

By embracing those aspects of her experience that were emancipatory but ig-

noring those that were confining, she could pursue a career as image maker

without actively pursuing a commercial career and exposing herself to the de-

mands of the "ftrr rat" lurking within her. Instead, she reached for a universal

subject that could function simultaneously as artist, teacher, mother, wife.

The spiriruahzed reimagination of mature female self appeared in her work as

a "mysterious figure" whose spirit is totally distinct from the dreamlike envi-

ronment in which it finds itself. Speaking of the series of paintings that in-
cluded Tbe Bide, Brown observed that her figures are "involved in a rather

placid kind of setting and then something else is going on. . You don't

know whether the figure is actually thinking about these things or that's just

going on and shet thinking about something else or what. I don't know! I
dont have the answers. If I did I wouldnt do it."3o The separation from the

environment she invoked suggests the tenuous character of individual em-

powerrnent, constandy impinged upon by practical ties. Brown hoped her art

connected her to etemiry while daily life was a constant iteration of need. In

art, she said, "people are absolutely dmeless." In art, one moved from the

trivial world of appearances into a "otherworldly" realm where she could

function without betraying her own needs.31
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Brownt course provides a model of life-rurnings that appears with varia-

tions and nuances in the choices that many of her associares, male and female,

made. The instirutional shift away from the school and museum toward the
primacy of the commercial gallery generated a subjective shift that dismayed

her, because it privileged negative aspects presenr in her personaliry from her
upbringing. She reacted to assert a form of idealized self, hence of institu-
tional position and ultimately of aesthetic form, distinct from the deveioping
market system of "fine art."

This maneuver had a very worldly foundation: rhe expansion of higher
education provided alternative ways of being in the art world, but this factor
was not causative. Brown did not achieve a tenured teaching position until
1974, ten years after she made her break with Staempfli. Vithdrawal was a

procedure for contributing to the world, being within it, without being over-
whelmed by the tremendous pressures one could feel to conform to behavior
dictated by the necessities of career building. Refusai to submit ro the dictates

of a commercial career was her way of affirming her personal freedom to
make meaning of the world she lived in, a freedom essential to twentieth-
century definitions of successful an. Thus withdrawal was closely tied to am-
bition, to that pursuit of personal excellence propounded so strongly at the
time. In paft her decision was a reacrion to inabiliry to reconcile hopes and
realities, but retreat also allowed her to maintain self-control as an anist and
thus to preserve the integrity of her own ambition rather than submit to the
demands of those who controlled aesthetic institutions. \X/ithdrawal was a

way of remaining active and effective witbin a specific imaginary and then
seeking out an institutional environmenr where that imaginary was most
comfortable. By constructing a sense of self separated from social realiry she

preserved a sense of subjective independence.

This operation did not negate the possibiliry of worldly success. \firh-
drawal set limits as to how far a person would go to cooperate, but within
those boundaries freed the creative person to acknowledge the empowering
aspects of ambition. Because withdrawal was connected to a transcendent
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view of self, it shaded into forms of hubris, an intent to create a body of work
that would overwhelm the social forces with which one normally had to ne-

gotiate. To influence without being influenced in rerurn was a heady ambi-

tion that projected art and poetry and therefore the aesthetic creators them-

selves, as completely "free" elements witbin sociery the only elements (-*y
of them believed) capable of disrupting it because they could imagine them-

selves uncompromised.

Moturolion os Differentiotion

Because college and university training expanded rapidly in the United States

in the rgtos and r96os, Brown had the option of pursuing an academic career

in opposition to working within a commercial structure. Her friend and one-

time housemate Jay DeFeo lacked the possibiliry of that kind of securiry be-

cause in ry54 DeFeo was convicted of shoplifting rwo cans of paint from a

hardware store. This misdemeanor on her record barred her for most of her

professional life from working in state-run schools, and most private schools

also had policies against hiring individuals with criminal records.

Like Brown, DeFeo came from a troubled family, discovered in an an en-

vironment that provided a new productive identiry and achieved early rec-

ognition of her talent. A pervasive feamre in DeFeo's recollections is the use

of antinomies to present herself and her parents. A1most at the very beginning

of one interview, she joked about being a schizophrenic. Then to Prove the

point she recounted the story of her fathert life. A doctor committed to ideals

of social justice, he worked during the depression in rural northern Califomia

treating the poor. DeFeo spent the first eight years of her life moving from

communiry to communiry until her father suddenly announced he was in

love with another woman and abandoned his family. "He was living rwo

kinds of existence simultaneously," she concluded, and "it all ended in a com-

plete split." Thus as a child there was the "countryJayi' theyoung child who
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I think also later I was influenced by mo kinds of painting which I'm in-
terested in, or which I consciously or unconsciously tried to resolve in my
own work A kind of classic sryle, if you wish, for lack of a bener
word. I don't want to think of it as a sophisticated sryle necessarily. But
something thatt classic in narure, influenced by the Renaissance. . . . But
at the same time something that is essendally either funky or primitive.
Putting it another way, avery close relationship to the use of materials and

my relationship to the process of painting.,,

DeFeo continued to define her artistic goal as sifting through the capricious
elements of chance to locate a salvific underlying structure. She hoped to
show through visual form the ways in which the chaos of individual existence

was neither arbitrary nor empry. The rational and the irrational would pre-
sent themselves no longer as contradictions, but as rwo faces of the sarne

phenomenon.3a

Vith financial assistance from Emery DeFeo entered the art deparrment
at Berkeley n ry46. Her teachers rhere also were impressed by her talent, and
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had lived in the woods and the "ctty Jayi'the adolescent who lived in SanJose,

where her mother supported herself and her daughter entirely on her own by
working nights as a nurse.32

She discovered in art away to reconcile the splits within her by projecting
them onto a more abstract plane. Lena Emery her high school arr reacher,

recognized DeFeot considerable talents and encouraged her to consider
painting as a profession. Emery was "bohemian," DeFeo recalled, like her fa-
ther, but her teacher demonstrated that personal freedom required rigorous
self-discipline. Emery became a life-long friend, who provided an alternative
to the chaos and loneliness of DeFeot broken family through a vision of
modern art as a way of realizing onet potenrial. For DeFeo, art became a

means of physically bringing formal harmony out of chaos, but even here

what appealed to her was the possibiliry of combining the rwo poles of the
artistic tradition coming down to her.



DeFeo's first public exhibitions occurred before graduating tn 19 jr. That year

she was the first woman to receive the prestigious Sigmund Heller Traveling

Fellowship, which allowed her to spend eighteen months in Europe. Vhile
Iiving and srudying in Paris and Florence, she fell in love with Renaissance and

classical an. She did not want to reproduce Renaissance vision, but her per-
sonal encounter with the European an heritage helped her preserve an inde-

pendence from contemporary developments in American aft. She remained

unawed by the succession of successful anists that appeared every few years.

Similarly, Joan Brown remembered her first trip to Europe in ry6r as the be-

ginning of her psychological independence from the art business. She saw

firsthand the centuries of work that she had known only from books. The
pov/er of it awakened within her suspicions that the achievements of Ameri-
can art since the end of \(orld War II, however significant they were, would
not be the last word. This understanding, she thought, gave her courage to
change her sryle and to ignore her dealer's complaints. By placing themselves

back in history both Brown and DeFeo used tradition to distance themselves

from the present and achieve a small measure of personal autonomy.3s

DeFeo retumed home and began working in the children's art department

of the Califomia College of Arts and Crafts. The cenainry of a good academic

career was shattered after her arrest. She rurned to jewelry making to survive,

while she continued to paint. By r9y8 she had had several well-received exhi-

bitions in Califomia, had won jury prizes for her work, had seen her paint-
ings published in commercial magazines, and had been selected for the Mu-
seum of Modern Arc's r9y9 Sixteen Americans exhibition. Gallery owner
Irving Blum recalled that she had developed a reputation of "mythic propor-
tions," not only in California, but in New York. On the basis of three years'

work, he and others considered her likely to become one of the very greatest

artists of her generation. Edward Kienholz remembered DeFeo as the "semi-

nal force in San Francisco"; her influence extended to Los Angeles, where

there was a keen intere$ in her work among collectors and young artists.

Kienholz was impressed by her purist approach. She was one of only two
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15. lay DeFeo, The Eyes, graphite onpaper, 19;8.
Collection Lannan Foundation, Los Angeles.

artists he knew who boughr pigments and ground her own painrs so that she

could achieve the exact shades she envisioned.i5
She had a special affinity for poets, and much of her work derives from

poems written by friends of hers. Her monumental pencil drawing The Eyes
(fig. r y), eight feet wide and four feet tall, was a meditation on a few lines by
Philip Lamantia, later published in Wallace Bermant underground joumal
Semina:

Tell him that I have eyes only for Heaven

as I look to you

Queen mirror
of the heavenly courtsT

On the verge of establishing a national reputation, DeFeo withdrew from
public view as she dedicated herself like a monk to completing one painting,
Tbe Rose (fig. r5). Thisworkwas acontinuationof herinterest withThe Eyes

to capnrre the mystic undelpinnings to human relationships. She had already
painted a series of works, including TbeJezael andThe Cross,the visual struc-
rures of which emanated from a paftially submerged central point, but she
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16. Jay DeFeo, The Rose, oil and mixed media on canvas, ry58-t955-
Counesy of the Estate of Jay DeFeo. Photo: Frank Thomas.



was not satisfied that she had demonstrated the necessiry of working from
a center.

Her obsession with The Rose stretched across six years.i8 She felt that
in resolving the formal problems posed in this painting she would uncover
and systematize the merger of classicist rigor with improvisation. DeFeot
struggle took on titanic proportions. All other activiry stopped until she mas-
tered the solution.

Unlike Brown, DeFeo's problem carne nor from a sense of opposition be-
tween "fine art" and commerce, though the critical reputation she developed
may have stimulated a pride that matched her narural rericence and modesry.
The theme of her arr was the compatibiliry of merely human intentions. Does
the interaction of myriad personal ambitions lead to a stnrcrured order or to
a jumble? Because of the contradictions she felt within her background, she

could see plumbing her own depths as a test case. The work was ro be a re-
demption of ambiguiry through a romanric eclecticism that defined the self
through the combination of what appeared to be opposites. "I wanred to cre-
ate a work that was so precariously balanced berween going this way or rhar
way that it maintained itself," she said of the painting.3e

The gamble was to strip away the fearful, dangerous aspects of rapid, per-
sonal change by uncovenng ahidden undelpinning of a timeless, cosmic re-
aliry. Growth and personal choice did not need to be the sarne thing as irre-
sponsibiliry, and yet the narure of the problem as posed evaded the tragic
dimension of human relationships. One might forgive the father of irrespon-
sibiliry but his abandonment still caused pain. Personal differentiation, which
we might call growth, could easily mean that the needs of people who have

been linked changed at different rares and often in opposing directions. part
of this she experienced in her own marriage rc Wrlly Hedrick. DeFeo was
professionally reclusive, while her husband was one of the most acrive, vocal
figures in the local ans communiry. He was director of the Six Gallery from
its opening:r;. ryj4until ry57; he was administrator of the night school pro-
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gram at the Califomia School of Fine Arts after rgtT; and he became the
leader of the Smdio ry Jazz Band, while continuing to paint and promote his

ideas of art as social criticism. In ry59 he mounted what may yery well be the
first art show protesting American involvement in Vietnam.ao Antiwar ac-

tiviry would increasingly occupy his time as the pace of American interven-
tion increased. Knute Stiles, commenting on the differences berween DeFeo
and Hedrick, compared DeFeo working on The Rose to Penelope, weaving
and unweaving while she waited for her Ulysses ro rerurn, struggling through
her efform to keep the ideal of the hearth alive-an ideal that referred both to
her marriage and the spirirual necessiry of communiry.o,

The form of The Rose originated in DeFeot love of hiking in the moun-
tains, where she felt the awesome por rer of God was most strongly expressed

in terms that humans could endure. As she explored the serrated visual srruc-
rure of valleys, peaks, and canyons, she believed she explored her own spiri-
rual relationship to the eafth. Working through the paintingt various ver-
sions, she found she did not know how to represenr female subjectiviry. The
first version, published in the catalog for Sixteen Ameicanr, was called Tbe

Deatb Rose, but she decided that this approach was roo melodramatic. It
overemphasized the existentialist viewpoint that each person musr live with
her death if she is to find freedom. Because of childbirth, which constantly
replenished humaniry she thought women existed at the crossroads of life
and death, weaving the rwo together into an inseparable partem. She then
changed the title to The \X/bite Rose and recrafted the work to make it more
crystalline and airy. This version was significurtly larger as she built a new
canvas stretching across the bay window of her aparrmenr and glued the old
canvas onto the new framework. DeFeo added an arrnanlre of wooden beams

to Tbe White Rose, which gave rigidiry to the rays.

Still unsatisfied, she felt that the painting had become roo architecrural.
Her image needed a more organic and biological feeling. She added wire,
beads, and pearls, materials she used in her jewelry business, onto the sur-
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face; these she used to superimpose a layer of organic shapes on top of the

geometric patterns. The overlaying of effects made the painting flamboyant

and "super-baroque." Instead of removing the objects she had added to the

pairtirg, she painted over them until they disappeared from sight.a2 Their

presence, however, was felt in the rcxtures they gave to the surfaces above

them. The rational structure that she believed underlay all creation had dis-

appeared under an accretion of emotional reactions. She had to pull back the

painting to make it more classic in character. She felt an "absolute necessiry to

maintain the spirit and freshness of the abstract expressionist ideal-the spon-

taneiry let's say, and the growth of the image from one layer to the rest. But

also I demand from myself and the images, too, a sense of refinement and

exactirude."a3 To accomplish this, the painting she remembered "acrually had

to be carved and hacked." It had become a work of sculprure as well as paint-

ing. "It was done with a combination of building up and tearing back during

every stage of the game." \flhen she completed the painting, finally feeling

drat she had embodied a "unity of the opposite ideals," Tbe Rose was nearly

eleven feet high, nine feet wide, eight inches thick at points, and weighed an

incredible 2i@pounds.aa
During the nearly seven years she worked and reworked this one image,

DeFeo retreated from all exhibition. She rurned down inquiries from a New
York gallery following her exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art. When
her former classmate at Berkeley, Fred Martin, then chair of the efibitions
committee for the San Francisco Art Association, invited her to mount a one-

person show, she declined as well, apologizing profusely and hoping he

would not misunderstand, but she avowed, "I personally cait do it until I
have completed a certain cycle of work. . . . I feel I must be able to understand

my work . . . before I hang it up and hope the other people may see it as I do.

In this sense, I perhaps place too much imponance on the show. . . . As for
the actual 'prestige-value' of the show goes-I can very easily give this up as

it means lide to me. So nothing is lost." Concerned that Martin might be
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offended by her refusal, she wrote him another letter that confessed that the

idea of the show put her "in some kind of fear of being judged by certain

prevalent standards that have nothing to do with my paintings . . . our paint-
ings have not been as much visual experiences as perhaps they are'ideas'on
canvas. . . . Somehow abandoning the show also abandoned my ego fears. I
was not ashamed of being egocentdc but being in a confused state, I won-
dered if I was losing respect for the'me'element-which appeared a tremen-

dous threat to my whole motive to paint. . . . I have constant doubts that I
will ever be able to satisfy myself in both aspects-that of the personal and

the visual . . . atleast I can blunder along-as now, at last, no one cares again."

The intersection of private vision and pubiic value was a tornlrous conffa-
diction for DeFeo. In a third letter to Martin, she observed that "I used to
think thar first of all art was personal and secondly it possibly could extend to
greatness if the individual were great, which I'm sure I'm not." Then half-
retracting her modesry she added, "I used to think so, oddly enough." Com-
menting on the ambitions of her friends, DeFeo expressed arnazement at how
strongly convinced they were that their paintings were important. "They re-

ally feel they are struggling to add to the an history of this century and the

personal glory plays a paft-but it isnt so shallow as that,I don t think, I cant
dream that it could be that small, I'm sure it isn't." Success seemed to freeze

ideas as aftists repeated formulas that had achieved a positive response; there-

fore success barred the path to transcendence. The artist should remained se-

cluded until she had created the best she hoped she could do. DeFeo returned

to her concern for "the personal thing," which, although unique to her, she

still felt "potentially extends beyond my personal ego."ot

DeFeot isolation was sustained by a select group of friends convinced that
she was indeed creating something extraordinary. Dorothy Miller, curator at

the Museum of Modem Art, followed the progress of the work and promised
to purchase it for the museumt permanent collection as soon as DeFeo com-
pleted it. Wally Hedrick encouraged her to stop making jewelry and live off
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his salary. Her former high school art teacher, Lena Emery and a collector,

J. Patrick Lannan, provided her money for supplies. Fred Manin helped her

out financially-and he hoped psychologically-by arranging for her to
teach an occasional class at the California School of Fine Ans. \Walter Hopps

from the Ferus Gallery in Los Angeles sold her earlier work and sparked

magazine interest in writing about her. The work in progress was published

n Holiday magazinetn t95r, and in ry6zPresident Kennedy (or his staff), in
an article for Look. magazine, "The Anist in America," selected DeFeo and

Tbe Rose to illustrate what was best in contemporary American art.a6In 1954,

after becoming curator of the Pasadena Art Museum, Hopps began planning
two major shows: the first retrospective of the career of dada pioneer Marcel

Duchamp and a one-artist efibit for DeFeo to feature her finally completed

Tbe Rose.

Vhen the painting was moved n ry65 for exhibition at the Pasadena Art
Museum, the movers had to cut out a section of the front wall to her apart-

ment and bring in a crane to lift and lower the work into the moving van.

DeFeo laughingly referred to Tbe Rose as the "ultimate abstract expressionist

auto-da-f6."az Bruce Conner, who made a wisdul, sweetly sad filrn on the

moving of the painting (The Wbite Rose, ry6), described DeFeot quest as

the most heroic of their generation; she had completely subsumed her per-

sonaliry into a single creative act so that the painting reproduced but harmo-
nized the contradictions that moved within her. By this he hastened to add

that DeFeo had achieved something few artists had: the painting was physi-

cally alive; it was like confronting a living, breathing being.

Except for a thin cnrst on the surface, the paint had not hardened. This

was a common feature to San Francisco painting, but the monumental size of
Tbe Rose carried a wet surface to another level. The work quivered as people

approached it. Viewers could read in the changes on the imaget surface a re-

action to their own physical, and by extension emodonal, effects upon the

world. The Rose was a physical being, responding to the world around

it. The painting recapirulated the action painting aesthetic of projecting the
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paintert self onto the canvas, but in a baroque elaboration which made the
visual image secondary to the visceral reaction evoked within the viewer.
DeFeo had manufacrured a being that confronted the world, demanding a re-

sponse, but it u/as as unstable as a real life.os

The painting grew as an effort to bridge a series of interlinked conflicts
within DeFeot life: the tensions of her family background, with pleasure and
dury pitted as opposites, and DeFeot own inabiliry to choose berween the
models her parents left her, seeing in both father and mother appealing ele-

ments. She entered the art profession panly because her teachers presented

the aesthetic process as a way of harmonizngthe conflicts she felt through a

combination of individual freedom and craft discipline. Her aesthetic then
was to present the interlocking of chaos and order, so thar one need not
choose. DeFeo recognized she existed in a competitive social environment,
but she refused to participate on that level. The confraterniry had started as a

utopian community. In her heart, she still lived in the undifferentiated paths
of youth. Her heroic effort rallied her friends around her and allowed a sense

of community to cohere. The inner center that her work tried symbolically
to materialize preserved a communiry that had to disintegrate as its members
aged. While DeFeot struggle was not against commerce, her attempr to cre-
ate a material basis to the utopian dream allows us to understand more clearly
the nature of Brown's reaction to Staempfli: commerce was the face of anti-
utopia, introducing through the assignmenr of rewards and distinctions dif-
ferentiation and hierarchy among the brethren. Commerce meant the accep-

tance of external authoriry a center that came from without and therefore

could only be experienced as arbitrary anddictatorial.
The Rose was predicated on the idea that everything proceeded from a

single, interior point from which emanated an undeniable, because subjective,

mystic sense of order and value. Just as the painting was fragile, DeFeo was

unable to find the center that resolved contradiction into peqperual harmony.
Her ideal could not be achieved in the mysric form she sought. The watching
eyes remained only onet own, with all onet inner crises still operative.
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DeFeo stopped painting for six years after completing The Rose. She was

deeply depressed and disillusioned, her marriage broke up, and she suffered

severe lead poisoning from the quantities of lead white paint she had used.

Her teeth fell out, and DeFeo was subject to frequent infections and extreme

exhaustion well into the ry7os. Yet she also recalled this period away from
painting as a second adolescence that gave her a greater sense of humor in fac-

ing the disappointments of her life. By ry58 the canvas and wooden frame

support for The Rose showed signs of buckling under its ton of weight, and

she thought her effort might disintegrate. Bruce Conner organized a cam-

paign tn rgTz to save the painting, which conservators decided to sheathe in

liquid plastic, Iinen, and paper and then encase in a plaster truss. The painting

with its protective covering weighed rwo and a half tons and lost the shim-

mering responsiveness that had made it seem alive. The San Francisco Art In-
stitute provided a home for The Rose and stored it in the wall of the school's

conference room.
Immature enthusiasm bred ambition for worldly success, but the steps

taken to achieve that success generated a crisis of conscience. In Brown's case,

the immediate cause was external, the aftempt of her dealer to dictate the na-

rure of her work. In DeFeot case, the cause was internal, a questioning

whether her work could possibly live up to the expectations that she and her

friends had set. She was proud of the work she had done as a painter. She

could speak with confidence as a visual thinker, but her work had failed to

hold together the imaginary community brought into being by the arts. The

cases of both DeFeo and Brown manifest subjective fissure. Brown and

DeFeo experienced ambition and ideals as contradictory instead of resolving

into a structured mature, professional life. This led to withdrawal from the

"art world," which did not necessarily mean cessation of production. \flith-
drawal allowed for the construction of a sense of self that could function

within self-determined goals. A returrn to the art world thus followed the

ciisis, as the aftist created work that reflected more closely the ideals and am-

bitions that had brought her into the art world in the first place. The artist
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rumed from forms that established the initial reputation and constructed
mental categories valuing myth over sociery the timeless over the "time-full,"
freedom over constraint. This resolution was achieved by transferring hopes

from worldly to otherworldly success, which allowed the individual to
proceed with energy and force since ambition had nor been negated but
sublated.

I have used rwo women painters to illustrare a partern, /et I could as

easily have taken male artists and poers as examples, so widespread is this life
course in mid-cenrury California. "I want to be anonymous," Bob Kaufman
told scholars seeking hi- out for information on rhe beat movement. This
African-American poet who came to San Francisco n r9j7 after discharge

from the army was the first person ro use the word beatnih in print, in his
Abomunist Manifesto, published by Lawrence Ferlinghetti in r9y8. Sales of
his first three chapbooks su{passed even Ginsberg's Howl and Other Poems,

and Kaufman was for a short five years San Franciscot best-known beat poet,
a popular figure who held courr with his wife, poet Eileen Kaufman, and

their toddler at the Coexisrence Bagel Shop. He was invited to teach at Har-
vard in ry$ and New Directions offered him a contract for rwo collections
of his poetry. Then President Kennedy died. Three days later, Kaufman took
a ten-year vow of silence, a self-mortification in which he assumed personal
responsibiliry for the tragedy he saw falling on rhe nation. For a decade he

neither spoke in public nor wrore, maintaining his vow until February g7j,
when at a gathering commemorating the withdrawal of the last American sol-
diers from Vietnam he improvised several poems as parr of the celebration.oe

Jay DeFeo's husband Wrlly Hedrick refused to exhibit his paintings in
museums and commercial galleries during the course of the war. He with-
drew from full-time teaching and opened a fix-it shop in the suburban com-
muniry of San Geronimo, while designing cosrumes and sets for the politi-
cally radical San Francisco Mime Troupe. Hedrick continued to paint, but
rumed down most requesrs for exhibi$ even after the war ended. Museum
shows, he thought, focused aftenrion on work that was in his pasr. Curators
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did not know how to set up a confrontation between artist and audience that

would help the artist discover hour to solve his current problems. All a show

could do, he declared, "was get me in the magazines, and maybe I'd make

more money. Then I would just have too much to drink. . . . I know what

happens when I get a little money. So I don't need that stuff."to

Assemblagist and filmmaker Bruce Conner came to feel imprisoned by

the art he produced:

The object gets my name on them. And it gets to a point where it exists as

a personaliry. If it becomes historical it exists as a weapon to me as a per-

son, as an artist. It can be used against me. It can be used to destroy me as

an artist, a living artist.5'

Conner rebelled against the fetishized art commodiry by bringing his dealer

in New York, Charles Al*, boxes of found objects simply thrown together

without any particular order:

I remember I went into the Alan Gallery n ry$.I had a cardboard box

which had eight or nine objects in it. I said, "This is a new work." He said,

"\flhat do you do with it?" I said, "That's it. Itt that box." "You mean you

exhibit the box?" I said, "You can if you want to. Or you can mke them all

out and put them all over the room, or put them in your pocket and walk

home, or go to a movie, or put them on a shelf. But you have to remember

that they rll go together." Charles Alan couldn't deal with that.5'

Conner's box of objects was as much personal insult against Charles Alan as

philosophical reflection on the nature of what made some objects "art." We

might recall Joan Brown responding to her success by crafting Fur Rat with
its hidden nails ready to lacerate the ownert fingers. Vrlly Hedrick created a

sensation in r9y8 when one of his mechanical assemblages "attacked" a
woman at the San Francisco Museum of Artt annual Christmas parry. Three

years before, Hedrick had started making sculprures from broken radio and
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television sets, refrigerators, and washing machines he found in junkyards.

He painted over the surfaces with thick layers of impasto and gesso which
incoqporated the work into the aesthetic of action painting. He was particu-
larly pleased when he could fix an abandoned appliance sufficiently that at

least some piece of it would work and he could rurn his assemblages into
moving sculptures. His Xmas Tree, bult out of "rwo radios, rwo phono-
graphs, flashing lights, electric fans, saw motor-all controlled by timers,

hooked so [they] would cycle all these things," was featured at the 1958 San

Francisco Museum of Art annual holiday show. One of the record players

played "I Hate to See Christmas Come Around." At the opening, which
Hedrick refused to attend, he set a timer so that the piece "suddenly began

flashing its lights, honking its horns, and playing its records." One woman
who was standing next to the piece when it suddenly turned on found her fur
coat tangled into it and then received an electrical shock.

It caused quite a sensation not because of its artistic merit, but because it
anacked this lady, which I thought was very nice. . . . I wasnt making it as

an art thing. I was more interested in making a "thing," and if it anacked

people-well, I guess I knew it was going to attack. . . . I knew it would
probably attack because I laid the trap. So it enterrained me; I thought the

evening was a success.53

Critics concluded that the group of young artists were neodada, and some

Iike Hedrick, for whom Marcel Duchamp was a hero, enjoyed the idea that
they were continuing in an accepted and honored art tradition of rebellion.

But were the insults that Brown, Conner, md Hedrick crafted assaulting art

as a system of meaning, or where they directed against the personalities with
which aftists had to engage if they wanted to exhibit and sell? Their actions

were declarations of personal independence, shtements saying that their par-
ticipation in the professional art world was no longer giving satisfaction, that
they would leave to pursue other activities, equally creative, but outside the

professional boundaries encasing the "visual afts" in the r95os. Their insults
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did not intend to explode those boundaries, and indeed accepted them as facts

of life that an individual working within the system was unable to change.

Action was aimed at personal empo\ilrerrnent, creating a distance between the

artist and an environment that was only partially escapable, while Protesting
the loss of communiry the family of the young, swallowed up in its march

into maturity.
In ry65 Conner "dropped out" of the art world. For several years he de-

veloped the Iight show concept at the Avalon Ballroom, utilizing film clips,

slides, and reflectors to create a visual accompaniment to the rock music. It
was a performance art that could be repeated but never reproduced, and

therefore unlike gallery aft or the music he was accompanying, immune to

the basilisk eye of commerce. He then worked with Dennis Hopper devel-

oping motion pictures. He influenced the decor and editing sryle of Hopperb

1969 film Easy Rider.5a In ry74 Conner felt that he did not have an aggressive

enough personaliry for Hollywood and rerurned to exhibition in galleries.

His reputation remained sffong among those who remembered his work
from the early r96os, but withdrawal had reduced him to a figure of historical

interest. He preferred to be a marginahzed figure, "operating with concems

outside those of most other artists of his day."ut When asked for photographs

of himself for catalogs or magazine articles, he sent in pictures of other

people. He enjoyed submitting multiple biographies to reference works:

I used to have two totally different biographies----one in Wbo\ Wbo in

Ameican Art and one in Who's Who. In Wbo's Who in Ameriran Art,I
was born in India and went to exotic schools. Then I got tired of getting

letters in the mail that asked me to update my biography. So I sent them

back saying "deceased." 
.Wbo's 

Who in Ameican,Arz absolutely believed

that and never put me back again. And then they sent me a form for infor-
mation for Wbo'Was Who.I updated all the information way beyond the

time I died and sent it to Who Was Wbo and they listed me. Then about
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ten years ago I got anorher letter that they wanted to include me in Wbo\
Who-l'dbeen recommended. Now I am in WhoWasWbo asa dead ardst
and Who\ Wbo x a living film maker.s.

Folly ond Utopio

Insults are just as easily a sign of immarure frusration at the inabiliry ro re-
solve the contradictions of social relations. Similarly the neurotic anachment
to one painting. The argument rhat withdrawal was a parh ro maruriry seems

to hold only for Brown, who successfully negoriated a transition from com-
merce to the universiry. Yet the challenge each of these arrisrs faced was how
to remain productive, md their responses were directed to that goal. Each
continued producing, creating new and more unusual work after their crises.

DeFeo had the mosr profound physical and emotional breakdown, but in
r97o she resumed painting. Under doctort orders, she could no longer work
in oil paint, so she began using acrylics on paper. The Rose had only repli-
cated, not resolved, the conflict between order and chaos. Her post-rg7o
paintings, each one readable and precise, powerfully succeeded in fusing her
interests in classicism and spontaneiry (fig. d.

In ry7t David Meltzer complained to a long-time friend about the triviali-
zationof avant-garde ideas that seemed to accompany success:

[Life] zips by so fast, if you fart, itt gone. It was and is and will be always
beyond words, which is why we write and excite them into being, which
is why we throw our eyes all over canvas and paper and piss rainbows into
any.where knowing it is all perfect. . . . The ones who worship at art's poor
used car lots are lost in a world they never made; they sniff at it and think
by owning art they are free of its meanings and responsibilities and joys.
'We were always right to keep those messages around us at all times because
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17. Jay DeFeo, Summer Image (for My Motber), oil and acrylic on paper, 1983

Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Hr.ry'W. Anderson. Photo: Lee Fatheree.
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those images and works are our amulets, our deepest magics, coming from

all kinds of souls in all kinds of knowing and illumination as well as pain

and black-hole-in-space densiry. . . . Our houses are temples, shuls of the

most divine reiteration; we can not auction our lives, our magics' our

truth.5/

Long after their activities had generated attention and a market, many in the

generation of the rgtos looked back upon its formation and sav/ a total sepa-

ration from the arts as commercial venrures. In MacAgy and Still, we saw oP-

position to art serving an instrumental function subsidiary to other aspects of

sociery. Meltzer's anger hardened into what appeared to be an absolute con-

tradiction berween creativiry and the market. In another letter, Meltzer re-

rurned to the theme as he blamed his colleagues for having surrendered to

ambition for worldly success by rurning themselves into stereotyPes:

I am so fed up, I mean I am fat to vomiting, wit} precious sacred coward-

ness & myth-making. I am sick of men that are Poets but pee crook-

edly. . . . I am sick of shamans, hacks & art pushers. . . . Who loves the

static man, the man stopped, years ago, copping a safe hole Er roffing

there?ut

Meltzer lamented that somehow the original project that artists and poets had

embarked upon in the rgtos had gone awry.Th.y had ceased to sing "true

songs," coming from the heart in one-on-one communication with reader

and viewer so that their work would begin a Process of conversion, saying to

themselves, "Oh, I never thought of it that way. I never saw it quite like that.

Yes, now I see." This art was to create a revolution, to replace the babble of

destructive, contentious voices with harmony and productiviry.5e Their gen-

eration had the chance to do this, he thought, because creative people had

separated from colrunerce and formed a community. Their ideal of aftistic

communication was dialogue, the exchange of viewpoints with the goal of

achieving some form of higher truth. Jack Hirschmant lines, written to Dean
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Stockwell in ry7r to thank the actor for hospitaliry while the San Francisco-

based poet was in Los Angeles for a reading, evoked the transcendent goals

that creative people shared:

like the chorus we've always

made of each other's dialogues,

multiplying through the long

distant intimacy of this rown
on the hill of a high,

the intonations on a phone,

the steady help toward
some quiet digniry quite close

to the way nature itself works6o

By the rgTos competition for shows, jobs, and publishers had taken them in
many directions. Choices were made, and those who lived through them
might view the sundering as a reduction. They could look back upon the am-

bition and ideals of their youth and see the hope that young artisrs and poets

could create an audience by offering truthful starements about living in
America and a way of resolving the contradictions of modern, urban life. "It
was a ''we,"'Joan Brown emphasized. The members of the artistic commu-
niry in the rgyos saw themselves collectively. "Itt been an'I' ever since. But
anybody whot rea)ly being straight or honest about it from that time really

should say'we"' (my emphasis).61

As we have seen, this group of artists' memories of their careers revealed

crisis and inner conflict. Participants clung to images of youthful rebellion
in preference to those of integration and assumption of power.62 Reactions

against the rype of maruriry that seemed available short-circuited their rise

to authoriry. Their confusions, however, generated an altemative model for
maturation, one based on autonomy and transfer of ambitions to "other-
worldly" concerns. Th.y redefined personal excellence to give prioriry to
moral ends, which inevitably in a world of permanent war seemed like a
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dream state. In his r95y poem *Kral Majales," written after he had been ex-

pelled from Czechoslovakia, Allen Ginsberg defined the poett ambition in
terrns that portrayed the poet as the "wise youth" whose pursuit of personal

excellence was a socidly essential task:

And I am the King of May, which is the power of sexual youth,

and I am the King of May, which is industry in eloquence and action in

amour,

and I am the King of May, which is long hair of Adam and the Beard of
my ovrn body

and I am the King of May, which is Kral Majales in the Czechoslovakian

tongue,

and I am the King of May, which is old Human poesy, and roo,ooo

people chose my name

And I am the King of May, that I may be expelled from my Kingdom

with Honor, as of old,

To shew the difference bem/een Caesart Kingdom and the Kingdom of
the May of Man-

and I am the King of May, the paranoid, for the Kingdom of May is too

beautiful to last for more than a month6i

Dare to be as much as you can, Ginsberg told his readers, and the enthusiasm

of his language drew upon him the wrath of censors on both sides of the iron
curtain. As always, he sang of his own small group of friends, but his ode

affirmed the moraliry of srudent sit-ins to end segregation and racial discrimi-
nation. It affirmed resistance to the Vietnam War and three years later to the

Soviet tanks occupying Prague. In the struggle against "conformiry" poets

helped reinscribe shalp vre-they boundaries in a society that many, according

to David Riesman in The Lonely Crowd, had come to see as a seamless,

though articulated, organism in which orders had to be obeyed because they
seemed to come from everywhere.#
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The new inscription evaded social forms of organization to project sym-

bolic imagery of death and rebirth as contending social realities. The sense of
anticipation experienced in the communiry of youth peers combined with a
feeling of liberation from the compromised lives of onet parents to give re-

binh an active, psychophysical immediacy, the tangibiliry of which could not
be denied by those who experienced it. Art, however, compromised by the

expanding webs of commerce, could not sustain the dream. The ideals lived

on in the ambitions of political and social resurrection that had accompanied

personal choice as an ancillary justification. Youth, considered as an image of
Iost communiry became identified with living in a panicularly moral shte.

This maneuver denied the moraliry of other forces in sociery ultimately mak-
i"g it impossible to confront them politically, since they were associated with
the absurdiry of parents. Opposing forces stood for death, an imagery that
was confirmed by the reliance of the national government upon military
solutions.65

Poets and aftists also redefined the boundaries bervreen public and private

spheres by insisting upon public expression of experiences that had before

been entirely personal. Their efforts brought resistance from the more con-

servative sectors of American sociery. ln ry57 the United States Customs Of-
fice impounded a British printing of Ginsberg's "Howl" when it arrived at the

harbor. Lawrence Ferlinghetti then used an American press to publish his

edition. The San Francisco police department arrested him and his rnanager,

Shigeyoshi Murao, for violating antiobsceniry laws. The judge directed ac-

quittal, but the case confirmed for those, like Manuel Neri, who did not ven-

ture to the scatological or erotic extremes of expression, a sense of danger and

risk to the artistic project.

It is in this context of a broad-based, apolitical movement to mobilize the

agonal spirit and the beginnings of resistance by culrural conservatives that

public fascination with the beats arose in r9y8. Anists and poets had sym-
bolic importance in the developing contention because they so easily repre-

sented both the positive and the dangerous sides of individualism. It was this
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contention that imposed stereorypes upon discussion of the avant-garde, even

in their own self-presentations.

The contradiction of private freedom and public expression generated a

variety of career crises that resulted often in even more powerful art, but also,

inevitably, in a shaqp curtailment of who saw the work. If we give these artists

their due as people who chose their destinies, the impact that many California
artists might have made upon the national understanding of contempo rary art

was limited by their concept of art as spirirual joumey that called into being a

self independent of the mundane world. The abiliry to work was the only
utopia they could realize. Productiviry suspended momentarily the conflict
berween ambition and autonomy that permeated their relationships with the

world. A sense of communiry decayed as the postwar generation matured

and differentiated. Even success could be a mixed blessing because it estab-

lished conditions within which the work proceeded. As Conner's games with
biographical dictionaries allegorized, the hrppy few were dead to the world
and alive to their own creativity.

What was left then was to operate as a dream substratum within American
sociery influencing without being recognized, exploring the possibiliry of
otherness, occupying the spaces disdained by those who sought overt power
and influence. The utopian and the foolish intermingle so closely that it was,

and remains, easy to dismiss their activities as irrelevant. But the foolish, an

aspect of rejecting the practicaliry confronting a person, might be the basis for
winning out to an altemative standard of practicaliry. Migbt Nothing is cer-

tain in the never-attained struggle to achieve the utopian. The rejection of the

world as it exists flings one into an otherworldly limbo berween heaven and

hell. By choosing retreat, the avant-garde transformed themselves into a res-

ervoir of pure tendentiousness that would become increasingly attractive and

relevant as the mechanisms for extracting consensus in American society col-
lapsed. Like The Rose, the avant-garde of the beat era was less a definable im-
age than a response waiting to be activated.

t
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Chopter 7

1,. Jo* Brown, "Tape-Recorded Interview with Joa, Brown, Session #3," inter-
viewed r97 j by Paul Karlstrom, AAA, zJ.

2. *North Beach Poet-Makers," Hokday (June r9t8) : y5-52; Charlotte \flillard,
"\flomen of American Art," Look 24 (27 September ry6o)i 70 (the ardcle placed

Brown next to Georgia O'Keeffe, Louise Nevelson, and Claire Falkenstein); 'Joan
Brown," Cosmopolitan (Illovember ry51); 'Joan Brown," Gkmour jo (March ry62);
"Mademoiselle's Annual Merit Awards," Mademoiselle tt (January ry6): 3o-jt.
Dorothy Valker in the San Francisco I''lews predicted a srunning career for Joan
Brown n r9j7, observing that besides having abundant talent, Brown had flair for
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self-publiciry. See Dorothy Walker, "Painters Shy? These Youngsters Invited Critics
To Joint Exhibtt," San Francisco News, z6 January r9J7, in Joan Brown artist file,
SFAA.

3. Philip Leider, 'Jo* Brown: Her \flork Illustrates the Progress of a San Fran-
cisco Mood," Artforwm t (June ry63): z8-3 r. In a dissenting view on Brown, but one
based on similar assumptions, John Coplans argued Brown's paintings were parodies
of Clyfford Still and Mark Rothko. See "Vestcoast Art: Three Images," Artforwm r

(June ry5Ji 2t.
4. 'Jo* Brown: Interview by Ly* Gumpert," in Lynda Benglis, Joan Brown,

Luis Jirnenez, Gary Stephan, Lar,urence 'Weiner: Early Work Otr.* York: The New
Museum, ry82), t7.

5. Quoted in Brenda Richardson, Joan Bror.un (Berkeley: Universiry An Mu-
seum, ry7),24. Noel Nerit baby books, as well as the family photos and sketches

that Brown used for her paintings of hi-, are preserved in the Jo* Brown papers,

AAA.
6. Brown, "Interview with Ly* Gumpert," 2c..

7. For discussions of the status of representational art in the late r 96os and early
r97os, see Lawrence Alloway, "Notes on Realism," Arts Magazine 44 (April ry7o):
z6-27; Linda Nochlin, "The Realist Criminal and the AbsffactLaw," Art in Ameica
6r (September-October ry7J: S4-6t, and 6r (November-December r97):97-roli
Leo Steinberg, "Other Criteria," in Other Criteria (New York: Oxford Universiry
Press, r97z), tt-gr; Sidney Tillim, "The Reception of Figurative Art: Notes on a

General Misunderstanding," Artforum 7 february ry69), 3o-3j. Positive critiques of
Brownt later work appeared in 1978, when Marcia Tucker described her as a precur-
sor of the New Image school then developing in New York in opposition to the he-
gemony of formalist thinking (see Introduction, "BAd" Painting [N.* York: New
Museum, 19781; see also Ronny H. Cohen, "Reviews: New York-Joan Brown,"
Artforum 20 [February ry82]: 8g). Brown, however, suffered from being too closely
identified with a regionalist school. In an article written after her death, Brooks Ad-
arns observed that Brownt B^y Area roots had made her seem peripheral and ob-
scured the "international implications of her art" (Brook Adams, 'Alternative Lives,"
Art in America 8o fianuary r99z]: 88).

8. CNM, 'Jo*Brown's Neo-Naives," Artweek,(roJuly ry71:3.
9. Andr6e Marechal-Vorkman, ..An Interview with Joan Brown," Expo-See

(March-April rgSl);Brown, "Interview with Lynn Gumpert," 19.

10. Ibid. , 17.

11. Brown, "Tape-Recorded Interview with Joan Brown, Session #3," AAA,
22-23.
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12. Brown's account squared neady with David Riesman's depiction of the new
"other-directed" service-providing middle class n Tbe Lonely Crowd: A Stwdy of the

Cbanging Ameican Cbaracter (New Haven: Yale University PresS, I9;o), especially

19-25, 4t-49.
13. Jo* Brown, "Tape-Recorded Interview with Jo* Brown," interviewed 1975

by Paul Karlstrom, AAA, 8, 15. Brown also felt that the antipathy she felt for the
apartment was based on a premonition of her mother's suicide there tn ry65. Inter-
views with artists and poets of Brownt generation tend to portray their childhoods in
dark colors and troubled relationships with their parents. Yet the self-images as or-
phans are belied in occasional details that indicate ongoing relationships with the par-
ents. The question of the nature of the relationships requires biographical investigation
to determine what the case was in individual circumstances. The presence of a subiec-
tive motif in accounts by 

^ 
relatively broad spectrum of individuals suggests that they

augmenrcd biography with a nanative theme that helped emphasize the idea of a

generation embarked on a fundamental break with the past. Despite the rather nega-

tive picnrre Brown presented of her parents, they must have been somewhat open-
minded, for they readily agreed rc pay her ruition to the art school on what must have

been very shon notice. She transferred to the California School of Fine Ans days be-
fore she was to register for her classes at Lone Mountain College. Her mementos of
Noelt childhood preserved in the AAA show that her son was christened, attended
Sunday school, and was confirmed in the Catholic church.

14. Jo* Brown, "Tape-Recorded Interview withJo* Brown, Session #2," inter-
viewed rgT j by Paul Karlstrom, AAA, 17.

15. Hedrick, "\flally Hedrick Interview #r," AAA, zz-23. The stnrcture of Ker-
ouac's novel On tbe Road links loosely around Dean Moriarry's search for his missing
father. That search is unsuccessful, but in the process Moriarry forges a brotherhood
with the novelt narrator, Sal Valentine. See Erik Erikson, Identity, Youtb, and Cnsis,

ry5-ry6, fi7-t69, where Erikson argued that manrration required separation from
paternal authoriry. Generational confraternity offered a reasonable transition from de-

pendency to autonomy. This contemp orary view, presented as a general observation
on the process of psychological maturation, suggests that relations between genera-

tions was a particular problem in the posrurar period. Erikson, however, warned that
the anempt rc idealize school ties blocked further development to individual integ-

riry and "generativrry:' that is, the abiliry rc reproduce sociery thtough work that
others value.

16. See Erikson, Identtty, Youtb, and Crisis, r t t-r J9, for discussion of age-group

identifications and the development of competition. The central importance of peers

in forming the "other-directed" personaliry was also a critical element in David Ries-
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mani description of American middle-class culrure. See Riesman, Tbe Lonely Crowd,
5g-zt.

1,7. Brown, "Interview by Lynn Gumpert," r 6, t9.
18. Brown, "Thpe-Recorded Interview with Jo* Brown,' AAA, 37.See also

Jo* Brown, "In Conversarion with Jan Butterfield," Viswal Dialog r (December
r97t, January-February 1976)' ,t; unrranscribed audiotape of "Funk An Sympo-
sium," zz September 1967, Llniversiry An Museum, Berkel ey, tape at AAA.

19. Brown, "Interview by Lynn Gumperr.," rG.

20. Brown, "Thpe-Recorded Interview with Jo* Brown," AAA, r9-2r, 34-40,
42, 48-49, 55-56.

21 . Brown, "Tape-Recorded Interview with Joan Brown, Session # 2,,, AAA, 3 y.
22. Brown, "Tape-Recorded Interview withJoan Brown," AAA, 4o.
23. "Thpe-Recorded Interview with Neil Sinron," ,t August 1974, AAA,

untranscribed.
24. For a viewpoint that unequivocally embraced the idea of an "essenrially femi-

nine attirude" toward art, see Anars Nin, "Cornelia Runyon," Arcforwm 2 (August
ry6J: t4.Runyon, Nin argued, "began with a respect for what the sea or earth had
akeady begun to form in the srone [Runyon used for her sculprure]. She conremplated
and meditated over them, permitting them to reveal the inherenr pamerns they sug-
gested. She never imposed her own will over the image renratively begun by narure.
She discovered and completed the image so that it became visible and clear. She as-
sisted the binh of chaotic masses into recognizable forms. . . . In this waft her way,
what carne through was nor some abstraction torn from im basic roots, its texnrres, its
organic growth, but something her tender marernal inmitive hands allowed ro grow
organically without losing its connecrion with the earth or sea. . . . Her work, I be-
lieve, is the opposite of an acr of will. "

25. Brown, "Thpe-Recorded Interview withJo* Brown, Session #2,,, AAA, zz.
At the sarne time, Brown angrily defended herself against accusarions rhar promiscuiry
had advanced her career. She was certain other women artists, jealous of her success,
were the source of these nrmors.

26. Quoted in Brenda Richardson, Joan Brown, 28. Fur Rat also reflects Brownt
association wirh the Rat Bastard Protective Associarion, so one can read the piece as a
portrait of the bohemian arrisr in opposition to the media srereorype of the beats.

27. Brown, "Tape-Recorded Inrerview withJo* Brown,' A A A, y-34.
28. See Nancy Azara, "Arrisrs in Their Own Image," Ms. r (January r9n):

56-6o;Lucy Lippard, "Household Images in Arr," Ms. t (March r9n):22-2r.
29. Brown, "Tape-Recorded Interview withJo* Brown, Session #2,,, AAA, 49,
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tb52, 14-15. She also complained that the feminist art movemenr denied the achieve-
ments of women who had made careers for themselves prior to r97o. She noted that
Miriam Schapiro and Jrdy Chicago claimed that the art movemenrs of the rgtos were
entirely male and that the Ferus, Six, and Dilexi galleries had never shown women
artists. Brown then recalled offhand a dozen women, including hers el[, Jay DeFeo,
Nell Sinton, Deborah Remington, and Cameron, who had had several successful
shows at each of these galleries. Brown ignored those aspects of feminist argumenrs
that focused on the marginahzatton of feminine experience and arts developed by
women, such as quilts (see Miriam Schapiro, Art: A Woman's Sensibility [Valencia:
California Institute of the Ans , r97 il). Brown's position on feminism is a critical
marker of the timing of her entrance into the art profession. She began her career ar

a time when im features were still undifferentiated on the Vest Coast and a woman
could constru ct a degendered ima glr;ary of an as spirirual journey ro find personal
autonomy. \Women entering art afrcr 1955 encountered a more structured profession,
and consideration of their experiences as women offered a more open, autonomous
path for the creation of meaning outside of established sets of discourse. See interviews
with Miriam Schapiro, Rachel Rosenthal, and Josine Ianco-Starrels, AAA, for exam-
ples of how women entering the profession in the r95os gravitated to feminism as a
system explaining their position witbin the art world, rarher than looking ro an ide-
ology of aesthetics as a liberation from their position in the world at large.

30. Brown, "Tape-Recorded Interview with Jo* Brown, Session # j," AAA, r r.
31. Ibid. , 24, 2j.
32. Jay DeFeo, "Tape-Recorded Interview with Jay DeFeo (r) at the Anistt

Home, Larkspur, California," interviewed ry75 by PaulJ. Karlstrom, AAA, z-6. She

extended the interior division she used to characte nze herself to her mixed ethnic
background. Her father was Italian, her mother Austrian, and she felt her moods os-
cillated berq/een the Germanic and the Latin. DeFeo also recalled spending much of
her time alone as a child and adolescent.

33. Ibid., 3.

34. J^y DeFeo, "Tape-Recorded Interview with Jay DeFeo (r) at the Anistt
Flome," interviewed r97 j by Paul J. Karlstrom, AAA, y.

35. Brown, "Tape-Recorded Interview with Jo* Brown," A A A, 6o, 55 .

36. Irving Blum, "At the Ferus Gallery" interviewed 1976 by Joann Phillip s, ry78
and ry7g by Lawrence Weschler, OHP/UCLA, r6r-t6z; Edward Kienholz, "Los
Angeles Art Commrrrriry," OHP/UCLA, r 18- rr9.

37. Philip Lamantia, undd ed, Semino 4 Og1il.
38. Kienholz said that for years he thought that the painting's title was "Dearh
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Throes." He identified her trouble with the work as the convulsions of a dying ideal
to which she clung to desperarcly (Kienholz, "Los Angeles An Community,' OHP/
UCLA, rr9).

39. DeFeo, "Tape-Recorded Interview withJay DeFeo (r)," AAA, 19.

40. See Six Gallery files, Ackerman Library, San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art, for exhibition announcements.

41. '.A Discussion Between Sir Avid Penultimate and Knute Stiles about Vrlly
Hedrick," h Rolkng Rock Renaissance: San Francisco [Jndergrownd Art, r94y-r958
(S* Francisco: Intersection/Glide Urban Center, ry68). Reflecting on her marriage
to Hedrick, DeFeo complained that they had lived entirely within the insular com-
munity of artists and poets. "Wrlly never took me anFwhere in the whole dme we
were married where there wasn't some kind of a thirrg where he could perform. Not
even once out to dinner in ten years, and that's pretry tough" (DeFeo, "Tape-Recorded

Interview with Jay DeFeo (z)," AAA, za). Stiles's image of Penelope creating the sto-
ries of her family and communiry by weaving echoes one of the major themes of
Joanne Kygert first book of poetry Tbe Tapestry and tbe Web (S* Francisco: Four
Seasons, ry65).

42. At the dme, William Waldrent paintings created by pouring buckets of paint
over chicken wire-reinforced canvases were much praised on the'Sil'est Coast. See Ar-t-

forum r (June ry62), 8-9, for arypical review.
43. I^y DeFeo, "Tape-Recorded Interview with Jay DeFeo (l) at the Anist's

Home, Larkspur, California," interviewed 1976 by PaulJ. Karlsffom, AAA, zy.
44. Ibid. , 5-r3. See also "Notes onTbe Rose," prepared byJ. Kelemen for Merrill

Greene, Art as a Muscwkr Pinaple: rc Artists and San Francisco (South Hadley, Mas-
sachusetts: Mount Holyoke College, ry7).

45. Jay DeFeo to Fred Martin, five undated leffers, ca. 19 j9, in Fred Martin pa-
pers, AAA.

46. "I^y DeFeo, Tbe Wbite Rose," Holiday (Mry ry6r):34-3y;John F. Kennedy,
"The Anist in America," Look 26 (r8 December ry62): rzo. See also "New Talent
U.S.A. : Painting," Art in Amedca +g (Spring ry6t): Jo-3 r.

47. DeFeo, "Tape-Recorded Interview with Jay DeFeo (J)," AAA, 26.

48. Conner, "Interview of Bruce Conner," AAA, r8. See also Douglas M. Davis,
"Miss DeFeot Awesome Painting Is Like Living Things Under Decay," I''lational Ob-
seT'uer 8 (r+ J.rly ry6g): 12. As of 1993, new conservation efforcs seek to restore Tbe
Rose to its original condition.

49. Raymond Foye, Editort Note to Bob Kaufman, The Ancient Rain: Poems
r9y5-r928 (New York: New Directions, r98 r), ix; obiruary notice for Bob Kaufman,
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San Francisco Chronicle, 4lanuary t986. Eileen Kaufman oversaw the producdon of
the first of the planned New Directions books, Solitudcs Crowded uith Loneliness
(rg6t), as well as another chapbook of previously unpublished material for Ciry
Lights Press, Tbe Golden Sardine (rg6).Bob Kaufman refused to help promote
either book or to provide new material for any publisher.

50. Hedrick, "\flrllyHedrickInterview #r," AAA, 44-4t.
51. Conner, "Tape-Recorded Intenriew with Bruce Conner r" 8-9.
52. Ibid. , 14.

53. 'Wrlly Hedrick, "\7ally Hedrick Interview #2," interviewed 1974 by Paul
Karlstrom, AAA , /-to. See also San Francisco Chronicle, rz December r9I8, clipping
in Hedrick papers, AAA.

54. Hopper recently reiterated his debts to Conner in his introduction ro Bruce
Conner: ,Assembkges, Paintings, Drawingt, Engraaing Colkges, 196o-199o (Santa

Monica: Michael Kohn Gallery r99o).See also Stefania Pertoldi, Il Mito del aia,ggio
in Easy Rid,er e Zabriskie Poin (udine: Campanotto Editore, g87), r4t-t14.

55. See Frank Genings, Dtff rent Drummers flWashinEon: Smithsonian Instiru-
tion Press, 1988), r3.

56. "A Conversation with Bruce Conner and Robert Dean," rn Bruce Conner:
k sembkge s, Paintrngs, Drawings, Engraaing C olkge s, r 9 5o- r 9 go.

57. David Meltzer to Bob Alexander, undated, ca. early r97os, Bob Alexander
papers, AAA.

58. Meltzer to Alexander, undated, cz. 1977, Bob Alexander papers
59. David Meltzer, "Golden Gate: Introducdon," in The San Francisco Poets,

3-4.
50. Jack Hirschman, "The Crickets," frolograph in Bob Alexander papers, AAA.
61. Brown, "Tape-Recorded InterviewwithJo* Brown, Session #2," AAA, 17.

Compare Lawrence Lipton in The Holy Barbari^ans (I.{ew York: Julian Messner,
r9til. "We is what this generation is all abouq whether you call it beat or disaffiliated
or anything else. 'We rs what ia books are abouq the narne of all those characrers in
those books and what those characters do and say. Everything that happens ro them
happen s to u.s" (p. +8).

62. Generations that claim to initiate fresh srarrs, Lawrence Lipton thoughq pur
supreme value upon the appearance of youthful behavror (Tbe Holy Barbarians, 9r).

63. Allen Ginsberg, "Kral Majales," in The Postmodern1 r9o.
64. Riesman, The Lonely Crorud, 46-24t.
65. See Kenneth Roroth, "The Snrdents Thke Over,' in \fO\(I, for a discussion

of the relationship of the new srudent movement to politics and an existential quest to
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live in a moral starc. However, the imponance existentialist writers placed on the fini-
rude of life circumscribed their impact upon a generation intent on extending the con-
dition of youth indefinitely.


